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Continuity and Change: My Life
as a Social Psychologist
Herbert C. Kelman
When you reach a certain age, you become increasingly interested in reflecting
on your life and writing autobiographically about YOUI' career and your ideas,
and others become increasingly interested in hearing "your stories" (to quote
Mica Estrada-Hollenbeck, one of my students, to whom collectively these
remarks are dedicated), We all know, of course, that the interest in telling these
stories and in listening to them is bolstered by social norms that legitimize
older people's reminiscences and mandate younger people's polite attention. I
am quite happy, however, to take advantage of these norms and to indulge my
autobiographical musings.
In a recent collection of essays by Holocaust refugees and survivors who
subsequently became social scientists (Suedfeld, 2000, I had the opportunity to
. reflect on the impact of the Holocaust. on four topics that have heen central to
my work over the years: conformity and obedience, nationalism and national
identit.y, ethnic conflict and its resolution, and the ethics of sociu! researeh
(Kelman, 200Ia). In an article that I am writing for Political Psychology (and
which is characteristically late), I trace the different ways in which intcraettve
prohlem solving-my approach to conflict resolution (Kelman, 1998a, 1995c:
see also Kelman, 1972a), derived from the work of John Burton (1969, 1979)
reflects central themes of my earlier work. Recent papers reviewing my work
on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (Kelman, 1999) and on the concept. of legiti
macy (Kelman, 200lb) hr....e a decidedly autobiographical naVOI". Furthermore,
several years ago, some of my students initiated an oral history project, in
which I have had the opportunity to talk about and reflect on each of the
problem-solving workshops and related programs-c-over GO events by now,
mostly (but not entirely) with Israeli and Palestinian participants-that I have
been involved in over the years. The project is now being brought to completion
by Cynthia Chataway and Reina Neufeldt, with the collaboration of Rebecca
Edelson. Also, my colleague Michael Wessells has been conducting a series of
interviews with me, which he will eventually write up, focusing on the origins
and development of my work in peace research, conflict resolution, and the
social psychology of international relations.
The present chapter gives me another and very special opportunity to
reflect on my work during the past 55 years. The focus of these reflections is my
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particular way of doing social psychology over these years-my way of express
ing the core of my professional identity as a social psychologist. The back
ground of these reflections, very appropriately, is the work of my students as
exemplified in the chapters and comments in the preceding pages.

On Being the Subject of a Festschrift
I have always felt that the greatest tribute that can be paid to a scholar is to
issue a Festschrift in her or his honor. The present Festschrift, therefore, is a
gift that has profound meaning for me and that I value immensely, It validates
my work over the years and gives me the sense that what I have tried to do has
had an impact on others. that it has reverberated in what they chose to study
and how they chose to study it, and that it is a link in that endless chain of
efforts to understand and improve our world, I am deeply grateful to all who
played 11 role in this enterprise-sin planning, arranging, speaking at, and par
ticipating in the Festschrift conference in August 2000, in editing this volume,
and in writing, presenting, reviewing, and editing the chapters and comments.
When Alice Eagly first spoke to me about the people to be asked to present
papers and prepare chapters for the Festschrift, and later about the list of peo
ple to be specifically invited to participate in the August 2000 conference, I was
very clear about one principle: [ wanted my students and their work to be the
primary focus of the enterprise. There is no necessary reason for a Festschrift to
focus on the subject's students. It would be quite appropriate for the contribu
tors to he nonstudent cotlahorators or even colleagues who neither studied nor
collaborated with the subject but were influenced by his or her work. Indeed, in
the present case, the conference invitation list included not only my students,
but also my closest colleagues and collaborators over the years. I Still, it was my
students (many of whom, of course, have also been and continue to be my close
collaborators) whom l wanted to be the contributors to the Festschrift itself.
My criteria fOJ- claiming people as "my students" may be a bit expansive
(or should I say expansionist"), as can be judged from the three lists included in
Appendix A. The first list is not. controversial. It includes, in chronological
order, the 33 doctoral candidates for whom I served as the primal)' thesis
adviser (or Doluoruater: to use the German designation that [ find appealing). I
was pleased to note that both the first and the last person on this lisl, Peter
Len row and Rebecca Wolfe, respectively, were at the conference. Further analy
sis of this data set reveals that the median position on this list is held by Lee
II was d ... lighted to welcome ntthc conference current colJahnralors, like Lcllor\' Martin, ami dose
colleagues from earlier ,,,'ri()(is, like Arthur Gladstone (sci"g back to the ]tll'" 19405 and 1950s),
William lind Zelda Ga,nson (going back to th!' 1960s), ami Gordon Hermant (going back tc the
1!)70li), as well as Ai·l.i Chin, the wido ..... of R"h~rt Chin, a dose friend and coIle<l~eoV(.'r many
years. 1 would have h.... n equally delighted l" Wl1kOIlle other dose collaborators from different pen
ods of my \ire--sud, 'L~ John Burton, SLeJllum Cohee, Rounld Fisher; Jerome F'rank, Harry I.... mer,
Christopher Mild,,~ll, Morris l'arlofT. Th"ma~ Petli~ew, H"wld Saunders. Charlotte &hwartz,
Hrewster Smith, Michael Wes5c]]s, and R..]ph whito-. who, eegrcttnbly; wen' not ublc tu make the
event.
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Hamilton, who (among numurous other <Ichi('vcIlH,mts) coined the term crimen
o[obedit!nce, which made both olus famous tKclmnu & Hamilton, 19Rf)), Of the
33 individuals on this list, 26 received their Phlrs from Harvard University,
having worked with me either during my first five-year tenn 0957·-1962) as
Lecturer on Social Psychology or during- Illy retur-n engagement (1968-1999) as
Richard Clarke Cabot Professor of Social Ethics. Six individuals received their
degrees From the University of Michigan between H)()S and 1969, during my
tenure there (1962-1969). (For the benefit ofcareful readers, I should note that
in the academic year of 1968-1969, I was il professor both at the University of
Michigan and at Harvard, but teaching at neither-a coup that I attribute to
my low-key negotiating style.) Nadir» Rouhana received his PhD From Wayne
State University, but had come to Hurvard-c-with the blessings of his Wayne
adviser, Kalman Kaplan (who himselfcan be found on the third list in Appendix
Al-e-to work with me! on his dissertation. I was appointed adjunct professor at
Wayne (needless to say, without pay) to serve as Nadim'a adviser.
The second list in Appendix A includes individuals for whom-at various
points in their graduate training-c-I served as academic adviser, research/prac
tice adviser, member of the thesis committee, and/or thesis reader. Most of the
people on this list were graduate students in my department at Harvard or
Michigan. However, the list also includes a dozen individuals who received their
doctorates from scbools other than my own 2 011 whose doctoral committees I
played an active role. Interestingly, all 12 of tbese people at some point took or
audited my graduate seminar on International Conflict: Social Psychological
Approaches. Also included on this list are people who have been actively associ
ated with PICAR, my Program on International Conflict Analysis and Resolu
tion at Harvard's Weatherhead Center for International Affairs. For many of
these, the association began with their participation in my graduate seminar on
international conflict-which was clearly H major recruiting ground as well as
socialization experience for my graduate students in the 1980s and 1990s. List
II is definitely not complete. I constructed it from memory, since I have not kept
systematic track of all of my advising and thesis-reading assignments. Names
appearing on this list belong to those advisees in whose training I played an
active role and with many of whom J have maintained continuing contact,
The third list in Appendix A includes postdoctoral fellows, research associ
ates, and visiting scholars who came to Harvard or the University of Michigan
under my sponsorship. I do not include in this list names that. already appear
on lists I and n. Moreover, like list II, this list. is not comprehensive; of the
names included, some are individuals with whom I have colluhorated closely on
joint research projects, and all are individuals with whom I interacted closely
on shared intellectual interests. Again, I have maintained continuing contact
with many of the people on this list, Whether I have a t-ight to claim them all as

~he Harvard Graduate Schnol of Eduealion (Ar-iola Huirl'y·B"n Ishay, Winnifred O'Tuule, Sara
Roy, P:uueJa Steiner), the Kennedy School ,.,rCovcmment (Thomas Pr-inccnl, lh" Fletcher- S~hooJ or
L:HV end Diplomacy (Daniel Lieherfeld), M IT (Eileen Babbitt), Heston University (Maria H<ldjiJl:l~·
lou), the Cily University of New York IHl'th"mi.. IIorowitz, Lynn Ruggiero), th" University of
Maryland (Jay Rothman). and lhe University of Oslo (Daniel Hcradstvcit).
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my students is open to dcbute. The desi).!;tlaLion is entirely appropriate for those
who came specifically as postdoctoral fellows shortly after receiving their
degrees. I fell it was also nopropnate for those who came to work with me as
research associates at Harvard and tlu- University or Michigall early in their
careers. Including on this list people who came IlS vl!>iHng scholars at 1.1 later
stage in their careers may be an indicator of the expansionism I mentioned. I
justify it by the fact that many 01" them have themselves described me as their
"mentor," thus feeding my expanslonist tendencies. The best case in point is
the last name on list III, .Iorje Zalles. Although we interacted intensively during
his year as a visiting scholar at the Weatherhead Center, he had actually not
come specifically under my sponsorship. But, when he took to calling me maes
tro (even in print), I felt justified in including him 011 my lisL:1
These three lists do not exhaust the categories of people whom I feel I could
rightfully claim as my students. Omitted from these lists are the sizable number
of undergraduates at Harvard whose honors theses 1 supervised, some of whom
have gone on to become accomplished social psychologists. One of these under
graduates. as it happens, did make li5t I; I refer to none other than Alice Eagly,
who produced a Sllmma cum laude undergraduate thesis under my supervision.
(Her thesis experiment. along with one of my experiments, was later published
in a joint article; sec Kelmun & Eagly, 1965.) Alice went on to the University of
Michigan, where I joined her a year later and eventually became her doctoral
thesis adviser. One of my qualifications for thot role, I am sure, was that I had
learned early on tbat the best way to supervise Alice was not to interfere as she
proceeded with great compstence to do what needed to be done.
Also omitted from the three lists are my students in the various graduate
seminars and undergraduate courses that I taught over the years, unless I
played additional, active roles in their graduate education. It is always a special
treat to meet or hear from former students in my classes-including some who

.Jlwanl to rernernber warmly <lnd p"y trihutllto six people Oil these lists whom Wt' lost to premature
death. M"rgarllt (Peggy) HoflllJer was my student ut Michigan "no spent her car~t'r as a t..achC'r and
donn at Hofstra University; my frllquent UiSClissioll;; with her about till! concept or legitimacy; which
was the focus of her dodoral th,,!>is, gt-cutly helped IIII' in developing my own ideas on this topic.
Stanle), Milgram was already an 1lllvanc\Jd (:raduate sludent when I first C;Ul\l~ to Harvard. but I
served Oil his thesis prospectus committe\J and as a careful render of the fmal product; in later yeMs,
we interacted on various occasions around our shared Interest iuobedicnc.. to nutlrority and the eth.
res uf humun expllrimentatian, Donald Wal'wkk ".-as ill] advanced graduut.. student when' arrived 01.
lilt' Uni v ersity ofMichig:m, and I ser"l'd on his tloctoml \:ummittl"~; later ht' became one of Illy clos
e,,-t. o;:olJeagues and best Friends ;,l Harv'nd, where we cotaughl a course, eouut.hored "'~\'"ral cl",pters,
coedited a volume on Thc Ethics or Social lntcrvcntion wilh GonIon Hcrmunt (Bermilnt. Kelman. &
Warwick. t978), and jnintl)' participated in vnnous pre] ..ore rclaung to P.lhical Issues in so,,;al sci
ence. I finll met Earl Davis ill flermnny in I ~Hi(l, and we interacted Frequently urounri several shared
interests until his death in Irelmd, whE're he l<"d spent a large [l"rl of his career; he was a Visiting
&holo.r ::at Harvard under my spotl""rship ill '9&2-19B3. Anita Mi~hler 'md I were both r,~se<lrch
assistants al the National Tr"ining L••oorotor)' for Gru"p Dovelopmcut in Bethel. Maine, in the
slimmer of 1948; ill the lnle \950s 'lIld early 19GOs ~he worked, alcug wilh Lolle Bnilyn, as my
research associate un a project dealing with t1>,. lrnpact of a yea' in the United States 011 Scandina
viun exchange students. rillally. I met .JeITr<'.I' Hubin ~I,urtly :Jftn be arrived at T"ns ill the fall of
1969 and we be.:ame good Friends and collobcrnted un a varil·ty cf projects uutil his tragic death in
1995; hI' nlao spent a year as a ,--i~iting schol"r at Hnrvilrd ulI,l ..r my "J1"nsor~hil'_
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look one of my large undergraduate courses uud whose names or faces I would
not have recognized if they had not revealed themselves. I am delighted when
these former student:'> tell me ahcut the special memory, insight, or standpoint
that they look away from the coursc-c-part.iculurly when they tell me how the
course has changed their lives 01' their view of the world. (Needless to say, I
assume that these reported changes have been of puxit.ive value to their lives
and to the world at Iarge.] Special mention should be made here of my seminar
on international conflict, which I taught at. Harvard 17 times (the first two
times with Stephen Cohen anti the last two times with Donna Hicks) between
1971 and 1999. For many of the students and active auditors in this course (a
total of perhaps 400 over the yearsr-c-whcther or nut their names appear on my
three lists-participation in this intensive seminar and its associated practicum
did, in fact, have substantial impact on their subsequent professional careers.
Finally, I restrained myself from including on the lists some of my younger
colleagues in different fields who-though they were never my students in the
conventional sense of the term and never worked under my sponsorship-s-have
described me as their mentor or role model. In according me this honor, these
colleagues were often communicating not only that their own work was influ
enced by mine, but that their definition of their professional roles was encour
aged and legitimized by my model: ill stepping outside of traditional
disciplinary boundaries, in combining research with practice, in addressing cur
rent social issues, in attending to the ethical implications of the professional
enterprise. I happily claim these colleagues as my students, hut I do not feel
entitled to add their names to my "official" lists.
The contributors to this volume are a sample of my'students over the
years." Most of the chapter authors are drawn from list I, although lists II and
III are represented hy two authors each. The six commentators (all of whom can
he found on list l I) were all, in one way or another, my current students at the
time of the Festschrift conference. Since then, three oftbem (Jennifer Richeson,
Erin Driver-Linn, and Rhoda Margesson) have completed their work and
received their PhDs. When I describe the contributors as a sample of my stu
dents, I do not imply that they are a random sample. They were selected to rep
resent different eras, different interests, different orientations, different spheres
of activity, diflerent disciplines, dilferent nationalities. Differences aside, they
are all individuals whose work and ideas I value and toward whom I feci great
friendship and affection. Though they are nol u random sample, tbey do repre
sent the body of my students, in that many others could have hccn invited to
contr-ihute to the FC!1lschrifl and all, individually and collectively arc of great
personal importance to me. Indeed, marty others of my students participated in
the Festschrilt: conference-in some cases, coming Irom long distances. (John
Smetanka, whom we tried very hard to trace, and eventually located in Bang
ladesh, gets the prize for making the Iongest journeyl Some spoke from the floor,
others Blade moving remarks at the dinner. Several told me how much they
enjoyed meeting their "slhlings" From earlier or later generations.
~The one ~",c"rlioll il; Ann Lock~ [);lvi(/"oJl, coJbboralo~ and coauthoruf Juuct Schofield J have nul
mel her per~(,":dl}", but am h::.pp}' tu ",..lccmc her 10 t.he ramily
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The adute reader wij ] have uoticcrl by now that my sLudent~, ill 311 Llu-ir
categories and varieties-those who are listed and those who are unlisted, thlls(!
whose contributions appear in the preceding pages, those who parlicipakd in
the Festschriff conference and those who were unable to come (in some cases
sending much appreciated messages of regrctjc-have, individually uud cnllcc
tively occupied a centra' place in my life. 1 can only hope that 1 h[lvC nddnd
some meaning to their lives; 1 Call say with assurance that they have given
meaning to mine, This is hardly surprising, in ...icw of the fact that the role of
teacher was a el'lltnll pru-t of my identity during my 42 years of active faculty
service ill Har-vard and Michigan-and, indeed, remains a central par-t of my
identity more than 4 years into retirement, even though [ no longer teach
classes or (officinlly l take Oll new udvtsces. Many teachers develop ,I feeling of
closeness to their students, especially graduate students with whom they work
on their doctoral dissertations; it is no coincidence that familial terminology is
of'teu Llsed to characterize the relationship. This feeling is particularly marked,
however; [or me and my wife, Rose, because we do not have children of our own.
My students provide the richness and continuity thal arid meaning hl our lives.

The Formative Years
Although J have spent most of my career in the teaching role, 1 did not begin
serious teaching until 1957-10 years after starting graduate school and 6
years after receiving my PhD. Thus, 1 had a significant periodof time ill which J
was able to develop my identity as a social psychologist before 1 even beg-an to
develop Illy identity as a teacher.
When I began my undergraduate studies at Brooklyn College in 194:3, at
age 1G, I had only the vaguest career plans. 1 was still a member of the religious
Zionist youth group Lhnt I had first joined in Vienna in 19:38, after the
Anschluss. The trajectory for members of this organization was to make
aliyah-move to Palestine-and live in a Ilibbut2. 1 hohave th<lt, hy the time l
started college, 1 had pretty much decided that I was not going to follow that
path, although I am not. sure exactly when and how 1 had made that decision
and dropped out. of the group. Nevertheless, my expectation was t.hut I would
pursue a career somewhere within the domain of Jewish Iifc-c-perhaps as an
educator. community worker, journalist, 01" some combination thereof. Vhit.illg
wns always p.n-t of thul, packuge and so, in the absence of more precise career
goals, I opted to major in English literature.
After the war, I became increasingly involved in the peace and civil rights
movements, On the train hack to New York from a conference in Chicago. orga
nized by politically engaged pacifists-cprobably in the summer of 1945-1 had n
long conversation wuh Charles Blcornstein. a cnnsr-ient.ious objector and editor
of ,l Lhoug'htful political newsletter during the Will", which helped to crystallize
my thinking about where to go next. He said that, if he were in college now,
with Ill)' interests he would study psychology or sociology, because the best
ideas for work on pl~ace and social change are likely to come from these fields. I
followed his advice and, in my junior year, opted to become a psychology major,
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(In the end, I graduated with a double major in English and psychol0J.,'y.) I
picked psychology over sociology, in part, hecuuso I had a running start in psv.
chology, having already token the introductory course. In part. I believe, I was
more comfortable with a psychological level of analysis b{~CallSI~ its fows IHl the
Individual brings it closer to hath the obscrvahlc data and the ullimutc criuu-in
for social policy.
My introductory course in social psychology, using Katz and Schank (19:38)
as the text, confirmed my interest in the field. I was purticuku-ly intl'igued by the
Lewin, Lippitt, and White (1939) wor-k on group atmospheres and autocratic ver
sus democratic leadership (see also Lippitt, 1940, and Lewin, 1948, chap. 5). The
course instructor, Janet Kane-noting my performance ill the course-strongly
urged me to take more social psychology, and [ followed suit. The course in
advanced social psychology, taught by Daniel Katz (who was also department
chair at the time), left me with the strong sense that this was the field for me. In
the first half of the course, we read and discussed Floyd Allport's (1933) lnstuu
lional Beliouior and Franz Oppenheimer's (1914/1975) The State. The second
half was devoted to the detailed study of survey methodology-including ques
tionnaire construction and intemewing-and each student actually designed
and carried out a small survey. J found the combination particularly exciting; it
persuaded me that social psychology-at least as practiced by Dan Katz
camhi ned a focus on larger social and political issues with scientifically grounded
empirical research. My laboratory course in experimental psychology gave me my
first introduction to the autokinetic phenomenon (Sherif, 1936), which I later
used in my first-year research project. at Yale (Kelman, 1950a), For my course on
pen;onality, I wrote a term paper, titled "Towards an Explanation of Nuai Aggres
sion," which drew heavily on the frustratioo-aggrcssion hypothesis (Dollard,
Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939) and also used the work of Cantril (1941)
and Fromm (1941). This paper foreshadowed my Lewin Memorial Address
(Kelman, 1973) and my work with Lee Hamilton on crimes of obedience.
The Lewin address-given in response to receipt of the Kurt Lewin Memo
rial Award from the Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
(SPSSIl-hnrks back to the Brooklyn College days in other ways as well. After
laking Dan Katz's course, I repeatedly turned to him for advice about m.y
future plans. On one occasion, he gave me SOO1Il literature about SPSSl (of
which he was secretary-treasurer at the time! and mentioned that it was an
organization I might be interested in. Clearly I was and have hecn ever since;
SPSSI epitomizes my reason for turning to social psychology. I joined in 1946,
when I was still an undergraduate, and evontuaily became very active in it.
When I received SPSSI's Lewin Award in 1973, it was-very nppropriately-c
Dan Katz who presented it to me. Modesty notwithstandmz, I cannot resist
quoting two of Dan's comments in his presentation of the award. In comment
ing On my relationship to SPSSI, he described me as one or those "members
who in their personalities reflect the total pattern of the ohjccuves and prac
tices of the organization" (Katz, 1973, p. 22). In comparing me to Kurt Lewin,
he said that "Herb Kelman is in the pattern of Kurt Lewin in that he integrates
the two roles [of social psychological researchor/theoreticiun and social action
ist]. He utilizes theoretical analysis and research methods in his social action
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approach. The result of his work is both a better social world and a better social
psychology" (Katz, 1973, pp. 2l-22). There was no way I could have even
dreamed in 1946, as [ sat in Dan Kata's offu.:(', that 1 would receive such an
award 27 years later. But it was precisely the possibility of integrating social
action with social science that attract!l!l me 10 soda! psychology-more pre
cisely, to the kind of social psychology represented by Daniel Katz, Kurt Lewin,
and SPSSI.
One bighlight of this period was t.b(~ appenrunce of Kurt Lewin on cumpua,
giving a lecture on his group decision experiments. I found the work fascinating
and concluded that this was the kind (ll" work 1 would like La do. At the same
time, I was worried about the ethical implications of using group-dynamics pro
ccdu res Lo manipulate human behavior-c-an issue to which Lewin himself was
by no means oblivious (Marrow, 1969, p. 179). NoL surprisingly, when I decided
in my senior year to apply to graduate programs in social psychology, my first
choice was the Research Center fo!' Group Dynamics, which had recently been
established by Kurt Lewin at MIT. Unfortunately, Lewin died (at age 56) in Feb
ruary 1947 and the center suspended new graduate admissions, pending its
move to the University of Michigan. Although I was not destined t.o study with
Lewin, he and his tradition played an important role in my graduate training
and my subsequent career, as will become apparent here and there in the corn
ing pages. I am rather pleased, therefore, that Reuben Baron (chap. 1, this vol
ume) calls rne a Lcwinian or neo-Lewinian. I have been told that before and
have suspected it myself But when Reuben tells it to me, I pay attention. Back
in the early 1960s, when we worked together at the University of Michigan, he
informed me that I was a functionalist (in the context of s~cial psychological
theory). He was right, of course, and I should have known it, particularly in
view of Dan Kata's association with the functional approach (e.g, Katz, 1960).
But my tendency has always been to draw ideas from wherever I found them
without signing on to a theoretical school. StilL I was happy to declare myself a
functionalist (e.g., Kelman & Baron, 1968, 1974) and to he so classified by
chroniclers 01" the field (e.g., Himmclfarb & Eagly 1974). To be called a Lewin
ian by Reuben Baron certainly fouls right to me, CIS well as complimentary He
also calls me a "protodynamical systems theorist." which also sounds great, but
I still need to figure out the implications of that designation.
Back to 1946: In my senior year in college, I had to decide what to do next.
One option W,1S to enter the Jewish Theological Seminary (JTS) for rabbinical
studics-c-not because I wanted to bocomo 11 pulpit rabbi, but because this
seemed like the most appropriate training for a career in Jewish education or
community work, I was well prepared for this opuon. While attending Brooklyn
College, I also attended the Semioury College of .Jewi!'ih Studies <afCIliated with
JTS) and indeed received a BEL (Bachelor of Hebrew Literature) degree frum
the college in 1947, (It the same tune as my RA. I proceeded with an application.
At more or less the same time, I applied to several graduate programs in social
psychology, recommended by Dan Katz. As it happened, I was accepted both by
JTS and by the three programs-ceach w(th an interdisciplinary Ilavorc-that I
was most interested in once MIT dropped out of the pictur-e: Yale, Harvard, and
the University of Michigan. When ( could no long-el" delay my decision, I knew
that graduate school in social psychology was the way I wanted to go. Of Illy
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remaining three options, I eliminated Michigan, which had recently established
au interdepartmental (sociology and psychology) doctoral program in social
psychology that Dan Katz was to join in the [al! of 1917, because they wanted
me to take additional COUl"fiC work (notably in biology or physiological psychol
ogy) during the summer before entering graduate school, and I had other plans
for the summer. I eliminated Harvar-d, which had recently established the inter
disciplinary Department of Social Relations, because they initially offered me
no fmancial aid, which I needed: later, in the summer, 1 was offered a scholar"
ship, but by then I had already accepted at Yale. Yale offered me a research
assistantship with Irvin Child, who was collaborating with anthropologist John
Whiting on a cross-cultural study of the relationship between child-rearing
practices and adult personality (Whiting & Child, ID5.1}. The study utilized the
ethnographies indexed in the Cross-Cultural File at Yale's Institute of Human
Relations (later renamed the Human Relations Area Files) as its source of data.
The work, the pay, and the interdisciplinary Institute of Human Relations
which I had already encountered in the volume on Fmstrcuioa and Aggression
<Dollard et al., 1939)-·seemed to meet my needs and I accepted.
The decision to pursue graduate studies in social psychology did not mean
that I had decided Lo become a social psychologist, any more than opting for
JTS would have meant that I had decided to become a rabbi. But it certainly set
me on a path toward adopting, shaping, and personalizing my identity as a
social psychologist. My arrival in New Haven in the fall of 1947 began what I
descnhc as my 10 formative years, in which I gradually defined my identity, not
only as a social psychologist, hut as the kind of psychologist that I remained for
the rest of my life (so far, at least; I refuse to dismiss the possibility of change,
even if the probability is very low). I shall try to describe the four phases of this
formative period briefly, aiming not to be comprehensive, but to highlight the
experiences that helped define my way of doing social psychology.

Yale
TIll' Social Relations Department at Harvard or the Joint Doctoral Program in
Social Psychology at the University of Michigan, it seems, would have been
more natural training grounds for someone starting ont with the interests that
brought me to social psychology and ending up with the uses to which I ulti
mately put lily training. Yale at the time appeared to be a bit tou psychological
in its social psychology, too behavioristic in its theoretical orientation, too
exclusively experimental in its methodological tastes, too "basic science" ill its
agenda for someone like me. In fad, I considered switching to the Harvard pro
gram after my first few months at Yale-largely because I felt there was not
enough social psychology in the dopartment-cand I had the opportunity to do
so. In December 1947, Bennet Murdock and I went to Cambridge to explore
options in the Sodal Relations Department. We met with Gordon Allport who,
it turned out, was particularly interested in us because he felt that-with our
Yale background-e-we could bring some needed strength in experimental psy
chology to the' social psychology program. Shortly after our vteit, he invited us
to juiu the prugrum, but. in the end, hoth of us decided to stay ut. Yale. In my
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own case, one consideration, no doubt, was the fact that I had made friends in
the department and become integrated j n the group of most.ly unaU<H~Ill!d grad
uate studcnts who spent most of their time at "the lnstiuue" ti.c.. the lnstitutu
of' Human Relations. located ill the Yale medical complex) whnru pSyc!I(J!W,')'
was housed-c-alcng with anthropology, psychiau-y and child de\'{~I(l')]Il(!nL Most
important, however, was that the prospects for social psych OlD!,')' at Yale Iwgan
to look much brighter to me. First, at the urging of some of my fellow students
and myself, Lconurrl Dooh and Irvin Child agreed to offer a year-long araduuu
seminar in social psychology and personality. Second, Carl Hovland-the chair
and leading presence in the dcpartmcnt-i-reccivcd a Rockefeller grant to estab
lish the Yale Communication Research Program (generally referred to as the
"attitude-change project") lind offered me a research assistantship in it. The
invitation from Harvard gave me the opportunity to recommit myself to Yale
a decision that I have never had any reason to regret. Eventually. of course. I
ended U[J teaching in the Social Relations Department <It Harvard and the Joint
Doctoral Program at Michigan. bnL fortified with my Yale training.
On balance. I found my Yale training more liberating than restrictive. To be
sure. we bad to take the department's dominant theoretical upproacli-c-Yale learn
ing theory, derived from the work of Clark Hnll (e.g., Hull. 1943l-as our point of
departure and to become conversant in its language. But there was ample room
for adapting the model to one's own needs and applying it to a broad range of
prohlcms. Indeed, the environment of the Institute of Human Relations encour
ag-ed lnany ambitious (if at times, perhaps, a bit rcductiouisu efforts to apply
learning-theory concepts to the analysis of such diverse and socially rele v ant top
ics as frustration and aggression (Dollard et al., 1939-to which I have already
referred), social teaming and imitation (Miller & Dollard, 1941), personality nnd
psychotherapy (Dollard & Miller, 1950). social attitudes (Doob, 1947), and cvun
v,rar and peace (May, 1943). k already mentioned; I was personally involved 11.0:; a
research assistant in two such enterprises: the research on child training and per
sonulity (Whiting & Child, 1953) during my first year in graduate school, and the
research on communication and persuasion (Hovland, Janis, & Kelley 195:11 dur.
ing the remaining three years. In keeping with the interdisciplinary [1I1vol" 01"
much or the work at the institute, I had considerable exposure to other discipli nes
during my graduate training-a great deal to anthropology and psychonnotysis.
las); to sociology (in part because it WHS housed at the other end of the ormpusr.
Carl Hovland, my mentor as of 1948 and my thesis adviser, played a criLi
cal role in allowing me to develop my own approach to the field. He was a first
rate theorist and experunentulist, but-s-though one of Hull's leading students
and steeped in Hullian theory-s-he was more interested in addressing concrete
problems than in testing theoretical systems. He was eclectic in his choice of
theoretical concepts, as evidenced by his successful collaboration with HICh the
oretically diverse colleagues as Ir-ving Janis, Harold Kelley, and Muzafer Shf't'ir.
He often started with practical question!', such as those that the designers of a
persuasive communication might raise: Would it he more effective to prp.s!:'nt
both sidcl' of the issue 01' only the side we are advocating? Would it be more
effective to start- out with our best argument.s or to end up With them? To
answer such questions, he would draw Oll relevant theoretical concepts.
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wherever he could find them, to develop complex h'yp()LllI'~l':-; about the cnndi
Lions under which different relationships hold, nud then pr()('(~cd to test tlwse
hypotheses with sophisticated experimental designs. This :-;ysL(~IlHIlic way or
defining the problem and designing the ruscarch thal call address i/ is perhaps
the most important lesson I learned [rom my association with C'lrl llovlnnd. As
[or selection of the problem to be addressed and the theoretical approach to he
adopted, he always encouraged me to follow my own inclinations-of course,
within the substantive and methodological framework of the nttitudc-chnnge
project. On the other hand, be had his ways of leUin~ me know when he was
not satisfied with the direction I was taking. As a result, it took three extensive
tries before I came up with a mutually acceptable thesis proposal. At the time, I
complained about Hovland's nondirective approach, huf it soon became clear to
me that his mentoring style, while clearly communicating his high standards,
encouraged me to develop independent ideas and emphases in line with my own
interests and concerns.
The emphasis in my Yale training on rigorous theoretical thinking, eleg:ant
experimental design, and sophisticated analysis WBS not only useful, bur also
congruent with my personal style. l was particularly captivated by analysis of
variance and determined to usc a Latin square design in my thesis even before I
knew what the thesis would be about (and I followed through-see Kelman,
1953). Perhaps this training encouraged my bent toward lillellr thinking about
a world that I have always known to be circular but, ultimately, it has given me
tools to think systematically about complex issues, Including interactive and
dialectical processes. Yale training-at least in my days-c-also helped to anchor
graduate students in the discipline of psychology as a whole, not unly their spe
cialty. Psychology at Yale emerged as a fairly unified field, largely because of the
presence of an overarching theoretical framework that served as the point of
departure for most (or at least the most influeo tial l faculty members across the
spectrum, The conflict between "hard" and "soft" psychologists that divided
some other departments (leading, for example, to the partition of the Harvard
Department of Psychology and the establishment of the Department or Social
Relations in 1946) did not arise at Yale, since it was the "hard" psychologists
themselves who chose to work on the "soft" issues. In this ntruospberc. it was
quite natural that I-though always committed to social psychology-c-would
take my minor area exam in learning (based 011 an extensive yearlong course
with Neal Miller) and would acquire a heavy dosage of clinical training (includ
ing a yearlong seminar and supervised practice in projective testing with Sey
mour Sarason end in psychotherapy with John Dollard, as well as regular
attendance at psychiatric rounds).
r emerged from this training as a fairly well-rouoded psychologist, a well
trained social psychologist, and a competent experimenter (as confirmed-v-I run
happy to say-by Reuben Baron, chap. 1, this volume). In addition to its intrinsic
value, this training gave me the firm ground from which to strike out. in new direc
lions and the credibility to do so. At the same time. the modeling and mentorship
of my teachers at Yale, and particularly of Carl Hovland, provided validation nnd
encouragement for social psychological work that starts with applied problems,
Lhnt addresses larger sot:iaJ issues, and that takes an intcrdiscplinnry orientation.
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In nssessing the impact of the Yale experience 011 my evolving identity as a
social psychologist, I must stress that my theor-cticnl trainiug at Yale was not all
S-R learning theory, and my social psychological training in those yuurs did 1I0t
all happen at Y»!c. We had n great deal of sympathetic exposure to psychonnu
lytic theory, with emphasis on the need to translate its propositions into umpit-
ically Lestnhlc hypotheses-as was indeed done by several of our professors, I
was particularly interested ill Freud's papers Oil technique (Freud, 1924/1950,
pp. 28G-402), which I studied carefully and have drawn all in my lutcr teaching
of psychotherapy and practice of eOilnict resolution, Kurt Lewin's theory of pur
sonality also received extonsivo coverage in our course readings and directly
influenced somn of the work of Irvin Child and Neal Miller; I immersed myself
in the writin6'"S of Lewin and his associates, in both personality theory- and
social psychology, and did papers and reports drawing on that literature. I even
puhlished a polemical paper (Kelman, 1950h) that contained a review 01" the
research literature on group dynamics as of that date" [ developed a reputation
as the resident Lewinian in the department.
But I also used my summers well, to broaden my training in social psychol
ogy in area" that were nol represented at Yalc-c-and incidentally to become
acquainted with many birthright Lcwinians and their work" In the summer of
] 948, after my first year at Yale, I participated in the Training Laboratory for
Group Development at Bethel, Maine (original home of the T..group), as a
research assistant and trainee. It. all started when Ronald Lippitt gave a cello..
quinm on this emerging enterprise at Yale. I raised a question ahoutthe poten
tial for manipulative use nf such group processes. In his response Lippitt told
me tbut it is typical of New Englanders to raise this kind" of questiou-.u
response that, as a.Jew from Vienna and Brooklyn wbo had lived in New Haven
for about haifa vear; I found rather amusing. Whatever ethical questions I may
have had, I asked Lippitt how I could get to Bethel and he helped to arrange the
assistantship that brought me there. I continued to have ethical questions
ehout training; g-roups, as well as methodological ones (I had trouble, for exam
ple, with the concept of a group whose sole task was to study itself), but I
leur-ned a gl'l!at deal at Bethel that r found useful in my later work (including
how to ride a bicycle). [ also fwd the opportunity to get to know the faculty
members From the Research (\>nter for Group Dynamics who were at Bethel
that summer (in addition to Ronald Lippitt>: Derwin Cartwright, Jack French,
and Alvin Zander.
I spent the second summer (l94!l) of my graduate years at the University
of Michigan. where I was n student in the summer institute on survey methods
and a rcscurcb assistant at. the Survey Research Cenler-all of it made possible
by Dauic! Katz. [die! intensive cuurse work in hasic survey techniques. survey
design. sampling" and scaling. For my assistantship, I had the respousihility of
planning and carrying out the analysis of data from one of the studies in the
SRC's program on human relations in industry (which was under Katz's gun
oral direction at the time; the study director for my project was Eugene .Iacob
son). I spent much of my spare time at the Research Center for Group
Dynamics, iutcractiug intensively with members of the final cohort of Lewins
students who were thcn~ at the umo-cteaclnog, working on research projects,
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and/or finishing up their dissertations: I-IHl'Old Kelley, John 'f'Iriliuut, Kurt flack.
Stanley Schachter, Alhert Pepitone, Murray Horwitz, and Den Willcrm.m (will)
was actually at. the SRC,. I alsu round time to draft Illy First thesis proposal
(perhaps as a course paper), outlining all experimental test of the dTed:> of
group dceisioll on attitudes, couched in Hutlian terminology (replete with true
Liana1anticipatory goal responses). I presented my ideas to Leon Fcstinger, who
had conducted one or the earlier group decision experiments in Lewin's pro·
gram and who was also at Michigan at the time, but he-could see 110 reason why
I would want to wnrk on this topic. In the end, my professors at Yale were also
insufficiently enthusiastic and I dropped the idea.
My summer in Ann Arbor was a turning point in my self-definition. Up to
that point I thought of myself as a graduate student in (social) psychology. nut,
being away from all environment in which 1 was defined by my student role,
and situated in an environment in which I was functioning as a full-fledged
(albeit young) professional and treated as such, J began to think of myself as a
social psychologist. It is 110t that I was unaware of my continuing status as a
student; I was certainly reminded of it when my first two thesis proposals failed
to elicit dear support from my advisers. But I had now made a commitment to
social psychology as an identity and a career. Increasingly, I acted as a young
professional-and as one with his own perspective on the field. After my return
from Ann Arbor; I gave a colloquium 011 the innovative approach to scaling
developed hy Clyde Coombs. with whom I had taken a course at the summer
institute. 1 also reported to Carl Hovland on the <.IS yet unpublished work on
social communication that Leon Fesunger and his associates were engaged in;
Hovland later told mo that my recommendation contrihuted to the decision to
bring Harold Kclley to the department the following year, In my last year at
Yale, I coltaborated with Arthur Gladstone (with whom I had also collaborated
earlier in establishing Walden House, the student cooperative house that was
my horne hctween 1948 and 1951) in two efforts. Early in 1951, we gave a joint
psychology colloquium on the social implications of psychological research, in
which I spoke about. manipulation of human behavior as an ethical dilemma
confronting many areas of research and practice in the field (remarks that,
more than a dozen years later, became the basis of a symposium paper and
article-s-see Kelman, 1965b). Around the same lime, we published a letter in
the American Psychologist (Gladstone & Kelman, 195Il, in which we proposed
that some of the ba...ic assumptions or pacifist thinkers were consistent with
psychological theories and findings and that it would be important to subject
them to systematic research-a proposal that led to the cstabltslunent, in the
following year, of the Research Exchange on the Prevention ofWar. These activ
ities were concrete expressions of my interest ill integrating my ethical and
activist concerns with my professional work-s-which had led me to social psy
chology in the first place-and they set the pattern for tbe kind or social psy
chologist 1 was to become for the rest of my career.
My dissertation experiment used a fixed, persuasive communication, fol
lowing the paradigm of the Yale attitude-change project (sec Kelman, 195:1)_ In
the wr-ite-up, I freely mixed (without apology"! S·H and Lewinian terminology
and sour-ces. My central concern-the relationship between overt conformity to
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social norms or social pressure:=; and lntcrnnlized change in nttitud(!-w;t~ the
starting point of my theoretical and empirical work Ior- yunrs to come. I decided
that I would explore the internalization of'uu.itudes in <I real-life cuntext as well
as in the laboratory and-in view uf my evolving interest in psychothcrnpy-c l
concluded that group therapy would hcnn id{!al setting" to pursue this inl!~r1~sL
I therefore applied, successfully, for n postdoctoral fellowship from the Social
Science Research Council tu study group tbcrapy-c-not as a clinician, but <If> a
social psychologist interested in it as an itlt{'mil\'\~ influem'(' situation, poten
tially conducive to important changes in attitude and personality I felt enor
mously validated when Hovland (who bad become em·l at the end of my urals),
commenting on the direction I planned to take, told me Lhat he hclicvcd inter
nalization was the most important topic to which thl' field needed to turn.

Johns Hopkins
The SSRC gave me carte blanche in selecting the site fUJ" my postdoctoral fel·
lowship. I explored a number of options and boiled them down to a chnice
between Baltimore and the Boston-Camhrfdgc area. I found active group ther
apy projects in four Boston hospitals and interesting research on 6'TOUP
process-especially the work of Freed Bales-in the Department of Social Rela
tions at Harvard. Bales extended a warm invitation to house my fellowship in
his laboratory; the Boston Psychopathic Hospital (now Massachusetts Mental
Health Center) was also ready to house me. The Boston area clearly offered a
rich, stimulating environment fur my fellowship. My only worry was that I
would be overwhelmed by all the options, by to do everything foj- the first few
months, and eventually settle on one program-having lost precious time in the
process. Baltimore created nil such worries. There was only one thing going 011
there that was relevant to my interests, hut it was clearly of high-quality and
very congenial to me: the 6'l"UUP psychotherapy research project at the Phipps
Psychiatric Clinic, Johns Hopkins Hospital, under the direction of Jerome
Frank. It was one of the earliest systematic and methodologically rigorous
research programs on the evaluation of psychotherapy. I had read some uf
Frank's papers on group therapy when I Iwgcll1 exploring that topic. Most
important, however, I was familiar with his earlie,· work. Before going to medi
cal school, Frank received a PhD in psychology From Harvard and went 011 to do
postdoctoral work at Cornell with Kurt Lewin t wil.h whom he had also worked
earlier in Berlin). One of the products of this period was a series 01" studies on
social pressure ann resistance thereto (Frank, 1944a. 1944hl-anticipating
some of the findings of Milgram 's ub{~dleoce research-which Influenced my
own dissertation.
1 chose to go to Baltimore, which turned out to he a wise decision. In thc
end, I stayed at Johns Hopkins fOI· three years. After completing my year as an
SSRC fellow, I wanted to extend my stuy-c-prirmu-ily because I had started a
psychoanalysis, which I did not want to terminate prematurely. I was fortunate
to receive a postdoctoral fellowship from lite National Institute of Mental
Health (NfMH) for 1952-1953. which later W,'lS renewed lor an additional year.
For the first year ann a half of my time in Balt unure I was housed at the Phipps
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Clinic; after that, I moved to the Homewood Campus, so I would have 111Un~
time to pursue my own work I should men Lion that my plans during that
period wore complicated by Illy msi:-;tallC(~ to Lhe military draft. We were in the
middle of the Korean \"/111" and. !laving finished Illy studies, I was called up for
induction shurt.ly aff.er I cmue to Baltimore I had registered as a conscientious
objector, hut ruy New Haven drart. board denied me CO status (on the basis ora
narrow intcrpretauon or t.he religious cr-iter-ia for that status). I lost. my
appeals, and, having exhausted Illy leg;tl options, I chose to refuse induction. I
was prepared to go to jail-knowing that the customary sentence for draft.
refusal was a year find a day-and J was making plans for using my prison time
most. productively Fortunately however, the grand jury that considered my
case, on the recommendation of t.he district attorney, ruled in my Favor; The
draft hoard finally gave up on me, granted me t.he CO classification, and even
agreed to designate my NIMH fellowship as the alternative service required of
COs in those days.
The three postdoctoral yean, that] spent ill Baltimore played a critical roJe
in my personal and professional development. The activities I pursued and the
ideas I formulat.ed during that period laid the foundations for most of my subse
quent work. What helped to make this such a Fruitful period, I believe, is the
fact that I was by then a fully credentialed, independent professional, no longer
constrained by Illy student status, yet at t.he same time not tied down by the
duties of a regular job. I thus had maximal freedom to pursue my own interests
and define my own identity.
At the personal level, the most important foundational experience of those
years is that Bnlt.imcrc is where I met, courted. and married my life partner;
Rose. This is clearly a foundation the two of us have built. on over the years,
having reached, in August 200:~, the ;jOth anniversary of OHl- marriage. Also, as
already mentioned, I was in analysis throughout my three years in Baltimore.
It was a fairly classical, Freudian analysis. Needless to say, it cont.ributed a
great deal to my understanding of the therapeutic process and relationship. It
did not produce dramatic personal changes-no ovornrching new insights and
no recovered chiJdlwod memories. It did not even break my lifelong habit of
coming late (after a while, my analyst gave up trying to interpret. it). What it
did accomplish, I believe, is to make me more reflective about my goals and
relationships and mot-e accepting of myself-more tolerant of my limitations.
At the professional and intellectual level, J continue to draw and build Oil
the ideas that 1 developed during those years_ In many ways, my activities in
Baltimore set the direction of my tuturc WQI-k. It was at Hopkins that. I worked
out the distinction between the three processes of social influence and at Mor
gan State College in 195<1 that I carried out. the first experiment testing tbnt
model (Kelrnnn. 1958). I started out. with the distinction between compliance
and internalizalion, supported by my dissertation. A.'-; I explored the literature
on various real-life influence situations, I concluded thut this dichotomy did noL
adequately capture some of tIl(! most interesting instances of social influencc"----
particularly brainwashing and religious or political conversion (the phenomc
nun of the t.rue believer), (IS well as certain aspects of childhood and adult
socialization I think Lee Hnnulton Ichup. 4, this volume) is l'ight when she sug
gests t.hat t.he process of identification-which I introduced to capture these
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diverse manifestations or in Hucnce-cis the llHlst COJ1l plux ;11111 i Iltc'I'C:-1ti Ilg or tht'
three processes (and, I might add, the most uniquely ~(Jcilll pSyL:holllgieOlIJ.
The group ther-apy project, which originally brought, mu Lo Hopkins, pro
vided many experiences and learning opportunities Oil which I huve drawn and
built ill many ways. Through regular and extensive observation or therapy
groups, par-ticipation in starr meetings. Frequent cOJl\'{'rsaL!ons wil h colleagues
(especially Morris Parfoff and Jerome Frank himself}. :Jnd acti\'l' involvement
in evaluation rosoarch (Kelman & Par-loff UJ57: Parlolr, J{I,llllilll, & Fr-ank,
1~54)-along with my pcrsonal nsvchoanatysis-c-l acquired 11 wealth or "nnthru
pological" knowledge about the field or psychotherapy. Fmnk'x cruumouscnse
approach and emphasis 011 the role or the therapist. and the patient-therapist
relationship in determining therapeutic outcome (sec Frank, 19G l t was particu
larly helpful in my subsequent teaching and writing (e.g., Kelman, 19G:31 about
psychotherapy from a social psychological perspective, The experience in cvalu
:'l.Lion resear-ch was also relevant to my later work in cvuluatiug till' impact of
international exchange programs (e.g.. Kelman & Ezekiel. 1970), Finally, while
in Baltimore, I continued my interest in group process (following up on my
Bethel experience) and, together with Harry Lerner, edited an ifiSIlP of till!
-tournot of Social Ieeues, comparing group methods in psychotherapy, social
work, and adult education (Lerner & Kelman, 19521. My cxplornt.ion or 6'l.'OUP
pr-ecess in these different. settings directly influenced my subsequent work with
prohlom->;olvill~ workshops in conflict resulu tion (sec, [cu- exam pte. Kelman
1991a, 1997a}.
My work in peace research and the social psychology or international rcla
tions also has strong roots in this period. The letter that Arthur' (}I:'l.(b;Inne and
I publishcd in the American Peychotagist stimulated correspondence anri meet
ing's that led to the Ior mation in 1952 of the Research Exchange nn the Preven
Linn ofwar-cwbich, as far as I know, represented the fir-st organized effort to
promote thc field of peace research (Kelman, 1!:J9Ibl. The Research Exchange
pnbltehcd a Bulletin, edited hy Arthur Gladstone (with myself as book review
editor), in which 1 published several articles on my evolving views on the study
or war and peace and the psychological aspects thereof The J;ll'sl'arch Exchange
also organized symposia (lwo or which were published) and discussion meetings
at various professional conventions, as well as two sn mmer workshops. utosc
and I attended the workshop at Fellowship Fnnu, Pennsylvania, in the summer
or 1953, in lieu of our houeyrucon-c-scutng a pattcrn for t.he rest ofcur lives.I
Although my teaching career did not begin until 1957, I did have my (iJ'sl
teaching: experience at the Baltimore College or Commerce, where J twice
taught.n course on business psychology. I needed to supplement Jlly nwa~er Ic]
lowship income to pay for my Iour weekly analytic sessions. In the COW':-;P, we
used a text on business psychology, but my lectures dealt with lmsic t\lpics ill
social psychology and personality. The course contained l1H~ seeds or lhe main
uudergraduruc course that [was to teach-under different titles nud with grnd
twill changing coutcnt-c-throughout my leaching yeal'c;.
r cannot end my account of the Balt.irnor c years without rnenuoniug that I
plnyed an instrumeutnl rule in founding a chapter of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) shortly after arriving in Baltimore ami WDS an artivu p'H'tiei·
pant in its successful nonviolent direct-action campaib'll to open dime-store
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lunch counters and other facilities to the Hlnck population. HO!i(! und J spent
many a date on a picket line or sit-in at Woolworth's or Grant's. I was active in
CORE and other civilrights activities both hcfure and after Illy Baltimore years
(serving as national field representative of CORE between l!J54 and 191iOJ, but
the Baltimore period stands out in a number of ways, When I urt-ivetl in Balti
more, it was a completely segregated city, hut one ready fIJI' change. It Look a lot
of dedicated work, skill, and coordination 1.0 produce the change, but it. was
exciting to he able to sec our efforts make a real difference. Another feature of
Baltimore CORE was the active invnlvemenl. of members of the city's very vital
mack community, including its labor union, church, and university sectors. We
were very much part of this community, engaged in a joint effort to create social
change. The experience taught me a great deal about social change, particularly
the role of nonviolent direct action (see Kelman, 1968b, chap, 9) and the impor
tance of combining it with other strategies, as we did in our CORE work: public
education, negotiation with local store managers, and campaigns directed t.o
the national headquarters of chain stores.
As my third fellowship year drew to a close, I had to think about finding a
job. My scarcb for an academic position was unsuccessful and I began negotia
tions for a research position at. the National Institute of Mental Health. In the
meantime, I received an invitation to join tbe initial group of fellows at the Cen
ter for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, newly established by the
Ford Foundation on the Stanford campus. (IL is probuhly no coincidence that
Carl Hovland was a member of the hoard.) Some older colleagues advised me
that it was time to get a real job. Dissatisfied with that advice, I turned to David
Ricsman. who was a visiting professor <It Hopkins that semester: I was sitting in
on his seminar and had gotten tu know him fairly well hy that time, He told me
what I wanted to hear: that I will have other opportunities to get a joh, but that
the invitation to the center represented a rare opportunity. It was one of many
bits of good advice that I received from David Ricsman over the coming years.

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
In my final analytic session, my analyst. became uncharacteristically directive
(we were sitting face to face in that session) and told me that the only way to go
to California was to drive across the country. When I pointed out that I had no
car and did not know how to drive, he told rue to buy a car and take driving les
sons and assured me that by the end of the trip 1 would know how to drive. He
even told me how to handle mountain roads. Rose and I did buy a car and bad a
great time driving across the country.
When I arrived at. the center, r found a vel}' interesting and diverse group of
colleagues. The distribution of fellows in that initial year was bimodal, including
a sizable number of very senior people (such as Franz Alexander; Kenneth Boul
ding, Clyde Kluckholm, Harold Lasswell, Paul Lazarsteldl and a sizable number
of quite junior people of whom, at. age 27, I was one of the youngest. In part, this
was by design: One of the early ideas for constituting a center class was to invite
a number of senior scholars along with a group of younger satellites for each.
That concept ouver took hold in that first year-in luct, a strong egalitarian
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uuucsphere evolved. III which each rcllow, regardless of age, was treated as a
Inlly independent schouu-c-und it was soon dropped. Another reason for the
bimodal distribution, 1 believe, was that recruitment for the first class started
very late, so that Lhe people who were free to accept tile invitation were either
senior enough La obtain a year's leave on short notice, or junior enough to have
no stable job (or, like myself, no job at all) Lo take leave from.
I probably should have duvot cd this year of complete freedom La writing up
lily three-process modcl and my experimental test of it. BuL it seems that I pre
ferred to take mlvalJlllW~ or the rich army of intellectual pursuits that were rep
resented at the center and to lear-n about the concepts aud methods that
colleagues from several disciplines were advancing. I participated in a wide vari
ety of activities-ranging from a research project on psychological correlates of
different somatic disturbances (see Kelman, Alexander, & Stein, 1958) to a study
group 011 socialmovements in which I presented my own analysis of the Sabba
tian movement (all influential Jewish messianic movement of the 17th century).
The year at til\! center did generate some concrete products in the peace
research domain. Encouraged by the collegial atmosphere at the center, I called
together a number of the fellows-including Kenneth Boulding and Anatol
Rapoport-to talk with them about the Research Exchange on the Prevention
of War and get their advice on how to move forward more rapidly (I was impa
tient in those days) on the development of a professional base I'OJ" the organiza
tion and how to attract international relations specialists to this enterprise.
These discussions led to the proposal to establish a new journal, which would
replace and expand uu the Bulletin of the Research Exchange. We decided to
name tile new publication -laurnnl. of Conflicl Resolution: A Quarterly for
Research Related tv War arid Peace, and to base it at the University of Michi
gan, since Boulding was there, Rapoport was about to move there, and William
Barth and Hohcrt Hcfner-c-both Michigan graduate students at the time-were
already producing the Bulletin. of the Research Exchange there. The Journal of
Conflict Resolution is now in its 47th year of publication. During the year at. the
center; I also completed work on an issue of the .loumal of Social Issues,
addressed to research on war and peace, that. 1 coedited with Barth and Hefner
(Kelman, Barth, & Hefner. t955), including my closing article, which clear-ly
reflected the interdisciplinary selling in which it was produced (Kelman, 195.'jl,
The most import.aut impact of my stay at the center was that it helped me
define myself, at this l!llrly stage in my career, as part of an interdisciplinary
community of behavioral and socia I scientists. I was, of course, strongly predis
posed in this direction. but the yea!" at the center provided ideas, contacts, and
validation for intcrdiscipliuurv work und, above all, rewarding experiences of
interaction across disciplinurv lines. Thus, it sat the pattern of my career as a
social psychologtsc-cfinnlv anchored in my mother disciplinc-c-who has always
operated in Interdisciplinary settings and in relation lo colleagues from uther
fields, whether clinicians. ethicists. political scientists, international relations
scholars, or Middle East specialists.
By the eud of the year, I had not yet succeeded in locating a suitable nca
dcmic position. despite strong support of my candidacy for lin opening in the
Department ofSocial Relations at Harvard from Clyde Kluckuohu, and despite
the efforts 01" Ralph Tyler-the center's first director-to find an opening for
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me in the Committee on llum.ui Devulopmcut at the University 01" Chicilgo. I
decided to I'CSUlnl? negotiations with the Nationa! lust/LuLc \II" Mental llealth
and accepted a position in the Laboratory or Psychology, part. or the NIMII
intranHll'al program, bH>;.,d at its Clinieal Center in l3ethesd:l

National Institute orMenia[ Health
A good part or my first. year at NIMH was taken up with lighting- tn hold 011 tn my
job. I was terminated (as was Rose. who had taken a position as social worker at
tile Natiorlllllnstitute of Neurological Dlsonses and Blindness) because the Depart
ment of Health. Education, and Welfare's (HEW's) security officc-cestublished at
the height of the McCarthy period and still very much in place in 1955-ques
uouod my past political activities and my associations (see Kelman, 1957). After
six months of struggle, with excellent legal help from Richard Schifter (whom I
knew from his Yale law student days in New Haven, where he liveil in one of our
sister co-op houses and was activc-cwitb support from me, among others-in
establishing an ACLU chapter; nnd who was Inter to br-oome ,1,"sistanl secretary
of state for human riglltsl, and with moral and financial support. from SPSSl and
APA, we achieved a complete reversal of the termination action, including an
apology from t.he Secretary 01" HEW This successful outcome would not have
been possible without the unwavering support of my superiors and colleagues in
the Laboratory of Psychology and alscwberc in the NIMH system.
Because of the Friendships tbut r formed wi1h colleagues at NIMH, deep
ened by their stand on my behalf in the face of the political pressures 01" the day,
I view my experience there as a positive contribution to my formative years,
despite the obstacles that I had to overcome. The relationships with three col
leagues in tile Laboratory of PSYchology stand out in particular. David Shakow,
chief of the laboratory, became a valued mentor; who was vel}' supportive of my
ethical and social concerns and my approach to the scholarly enterprise. MO)"J'is
Parloff with whom I had collaborated closely at Johns Hopkins, was chief of my
section at NIMH and inst.ruuientcl in bringing me there-and continues 1.0 h o H
valued and respected friend to this day, more than half a century after I first
met him. Donald (Mike) Boomer shared his office with me, as well as his wis
dom and humor; alllOllJ! other lhin~s, he agreed to supervise me in short-term
therapy with a patient, thus doubling my experience as a therapist and adding a
Sutlivanian model 10 the Freudian/behaviorist model that. John Dollard [H"O
vided in his supervision of my one previous venture into therapeutic pract.icc,"
51t should also he menuuuod lh;'l my relationship tn NlMII as un iuslilutioll over the yeurs-c-both
before nnd aller Illy position on th" $UJ.Jr-y,"L~ very positive. In addition to the lwo ye>lrs or po';luoc!nral
fellowships at John,; HUllkills (1952-1954), NThIH gm"led mc" Spec,,,1 Rl's~"r,.h .....Ill)w.~hjp I" £I'K!fld;j
year (1960- Hl61) at the lnstltutc for Soci:ll Rcsearcir til Oslo. (The bntcr-c-not coim'idcnt••lly- -was
olferL-a III Illl.: ailer I had been denied a Pulbrighl grant for entirely political reasons, apparently bused
on incomplete infommlion ilbout my CiL,e at NIMH.) NJ1',lli also supported my research program on
~;al i"lIul.:m:" 'lnd b"h.l\';oc dllulj;c with" ;;"ri"s "f rm,,,,,r,,h 11T"n(";.:L~ w"IJ <IS ti,e Interuationnl ('..on

Iercncc en Sociat-Psychological Research ill Developing Uountrics lhall on;:mized at the University of
lbndnn in December 191jr, to January 1967. In tum, I served Oil N l1'I'fl I's Pb],chology Training Review
Committee for several ye.u-s. as ..... ~II ns other NT/I.·IH mmrnil \-t't'~
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New research plans ill lite psychiatric wards of the Clinical Centcr-c-includ
ing a study that Chnrtouc Scbwnrl1. and I were hoping: La conduct 011 an cxpcri
mental program for psychotic patients and their purcnts-cdid not materialize, r
did manage, however, to analyze and write up SOllH' ear-lier dala and to work Oil
some theoretical papers. My major- -und IIOt. insiguificant-c-achicvemcnt during"
this two-year period, however, was completion of a neat-ly 200-page manuscript,
presenting my three-process model of social influence and the expcrimentu! evi
dence in support of it (Kt'.lman, 1956). I sutmuned thi!' manuscript (unouymously,
as required) in successful competition for the Socio-Psychologicnl PI"i7;e of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, The biggest mistake I
made in my professional life was my f:lilllf(! to puhlish this manuscr-ipt ut the
time, I signed a contract with John Wiley & Sons. who were prepared to publish
the manuscript with just the addition of an introductory chap tel' and virtually no
other changes. But. I felt it. was not ready. wanting: to do some additional experi
ments and svrne theoretical elaboration. Tdid conduct some further experiments
and revise and elaborate some of the text, but in the meantime the literature
grew, the tcsk became more daunting:, and I was distracted by a variety of other
interests. As a result, although the ideas II nri some afthe raaear-ch hn ve hccn par
tially presented in articles end other books, I have never produced that promised
full statement of the model and detailed presentation of the data-at least so far:
I have not entirely given up yet, and Erin Driver-Linn is proactively working
with me ill putting the old manuscript (as already revised) into a form and con
text that. might make it interesting to contemporary readers.
Returning to 1957, it was clear to me (as well as to my colleagues) that
despite the rewarding features of my NIMH experience that I have described I
really belonged in a university, rather than a psychologicallahcratorv based in a
governmental medical facility, even one that allowed researchers as much anton
am)' as r had at NIMH_ A university was obviously 'U more appropriate environ
ment in which to pursue my interest tn international relations, to eommenl on
public issues, and to explore the relationship between social research and social
action, Thus, when I was offered a faculty position in the Harvard Department
of Social Relations, starting in tile fall of 1957_ I W3S dehghtnd to accept.

The Teaching Years
My formal teaching career began with my first Harvard appointment in r957. I
had no teaching experience as a graduate student: leaching was never even an
available option. The teaching I did at the Baltimore Colkee ofComruerce was
a valuable experience and I certainly took it seriously, hut it was a job rather
tban a central element of my identit.y_ lt was only ill 1957 that my identity as a
teacher began to take shape. but iL soon became central to Illy personal identity
and has remained so throughout lite years. During my 4~ official teaching
years, starling in 1957 and endillg with my retirement from teaching in 19~J!l, I
have held only three jobs in LWl) universitics-c-nct counting over a dozen
appointments, of varying lengths of time. as visiting professor, fellow, or scholar
in dilfl!rent inst.itutions ill the United States and abroad.
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BecaUSE of my pOOl' planning lind SplJ"llHllllgl'nc(!, the preceding section
used so much of the generous amount nf SIWl'(! made nvuilnblc to me Lbut there
is not enough space left to give the kind or dc-tuiled account of the 42 years cnv
crcd in this section that I gave to Ll)(~ H years covered in the preceding section.
At best, I figure that I have nbout a third as much space' to eOVI~J' t.hrcc times as
many years. I maintain, howe-ver; that this imlmbnc(' is quite appropriate to
the focus of this Feeteckrift (}II my students and Llu.ir work, 1'01' two reasons.
First, my touching years require les.'> clnborut.ion becuuso they are well rcpr-e
sentcd by the samples ofmy srudont« research and thinking that are offered in
the preceding chapters. This is not 0.0 mucb because or a correspondence in the
content of their work and mine (which apphes more in some cases than in oth
ers) but hccausc their work picks up, in one 01' another WHy. tho kind of social
psychology that I have practiced, taught, and stood for. Second, in a book in
which and through which my students pay tribute to me, it is important that I,
in turn, pay tribute to my teachers and mentors. I hope this is part of what the
detailed account of my formative yuars conveys, explicitly and implicitly-in its
references especially to my prima..ry mentors, Daniel Katz and Carl Hovland.
but also to others who have played an important ment.oring role. such as Irvin
Child, Leonard Dooh, Jerome Frank, Davlll Riesman. and David Shakow. Theil'
most important contribution has been to encourage me to be and become
myself, and I hope that I have played a comparable role in my relationship to
my own students. More generally the emphasis on my own formative years
reminds us of the flow of influence across generations in the development of
scholarly traditions. for the reasons given. then, I am content to limit myself
(particularly since I have no other choice) to just a few general observations
ahout my 42 teaching years.
(1) By the time I entered the teaching role, I had pretty much developed
my identity as the kind of social psychologist that I was to remain-with some
variations on the basic thcmes-c-Ior the rest or my career, As a consequence,
most of my teaching from the hegin ning has been in the areas of my special con
cern, and my teaching and advising were nicely integrated wit.h my interests in
research, t.heory, and prncricc. Of course, over the years, I did my share uf the
teaching that had to be covered. including coteuching the undergraduate intro
ductory course (albeit the semester that. covered social psychology, personality,
and psychopathology) and the proseminnr in social psychology, as well as run
ning general research seminars, Many of the undcrgrndoutc theses I supervised
were in areas outside of my special interest: a large proportion of students I
advised were in special concentrations (such as conflict studies), in joint con
centrations between psychology and other disciplines (sociology, government,
Far Eastern studies), or ill Harvard's interdisciplinary social studies program.
AI. the graduate level, too, I often took on students who were working on inde
pendent projects, unrelated to the research pt-ogt-ama of any of the faculty
members, and more often than not using noncxperimontal methods. (Roger
Brown was also known to take on students with diverse interests. not necessar..
ily related to his own work; both of U5, in this regard. were following ill the foot
steps of Gordon Allport.) I also spent a lot. of time in careful editing of my
students' work, as many of my advisecs will tesf.ify. In short [ did 1I0t just use
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my Leaching and supervision in the single-minded pursuit o/" Illy own ugonda.
but I did find grent synel"h'Y between my Leaching 0\' advi!iing- and Illy research.
Many of my best ideas developed OJ" hccume crystallized in Lilt! course of uucrac
t.ions with my graduate students, discussions in my semirnu-s, or preparatiull of
lectures.
(2) It. is interesting that, in each of my three academic appoiotmcuts, one
of my "outside" Interests-c-my exercises in reaching out to other fields, beyond
the confines of social psychology: whether psychotherapy, international rela
tions, 01' ethics-was a key Factor in Illy selection. To be sure, lily credentials as
a bonn fide social psychologist, including my Yale degree, my experimental
work, and my theoretical contributions, were by no means irrelevant nnd
indeed gave me the requisite "idiosyncrasy creditsr-c-to use Edwin Hollander's
(1958) concept. 1 know, for example, that the ,A.AAS Socio-Psychological Prize
contributed significantly to my invitation to Harvard in 1957. But my pr-imary
cr-edentials for the particular position for which I was recruited that ....em
derived from my work in psychotherapy.
The appointment was specifically in tbe clinical program within the
Department of Social Relations and the initiative for it came from David
McClelland, head of the clinical program at the lime, who was interested in my
social psychological perspective on psychotherapy and my analysis of it within a
general framework of social influence and behavior change. In line with this
interest, 1 developed and taughl a yearlong seminar, required of all third-year
clinical students. alongside of their pracncum training in psychotherapy lwhich
was, of course, supervised by a clinician). The first semester-which virtually
all of the graduate students in social psychology took as well-focused on pro
cesses of social influence and covered the theoretical and experimental litera
ture in that field (including, of course, the three processes) and various real-life
influence situations other than psychotherapy (such as childhood and adult
socialization, political and religious conversion, and assimilation), The second
semester focused on theory and research in psychotherapy, with crnphns!s on
the patient-therapist relationship and the therapeutic interaction (compar-ing,
in particular, Freud's, Sullivan's, and Rogers's views on these matters).
I was appointed for a five-year term as Lecturer all Social Psychology, a
title I preferred, because it bolh expressed my professional identity and com,
muntcatcd clearly that-though teaching about psychotbernpy-c-I was not
claiming clinical credentials. While based in the clinical program, I taught a
middle-level course on Attitudes and Their Change, and had extensive contacts
with colleagues, graduate students, and undergraduates in social psychology
In 19H2, when my five-year term at Harvard came to an end, I moved to the
University of Michigan as Professor of Psychology and Research Psychologist <It
tile Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, At the University of Michigan,
my tenure and my academic duties were in the Department of Psychology, It was
understood from the beginning that I would be centrally involved in trw Joint
Doctoral Program in Social Psychology, a collaborative enterprise between the
Sociology and Psychology Departments. For a short Lime, in fact, I was chair of
the program. I took on the assignment at a time when the program was ahout to
collapse because of differences between the two departments in their size and
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operating style. My colleag-ues und 1 believed that, in view uf my strong \x!IlJlllit
ment to an interdisciplinary view or social psychology, I might hu able to keep
the program alive. Unfovtunatcly; however, my strong" commitment was nut
matched by sufficiently strong political skills and so-to my profound rcgrot-c-l
ended up presiding over the dissolution of this expcr-imeut.
My outreach beyond the confi nes of my own discipline, once again, played
u significant role in my appointment at the University of Michigan, which
was-as noted-a joint. appointment between the Psychology Department and
the Center for Research all Conflict Resolution. The center was all outgrowth
of the Journa! o[ColI/lief Resolution, which, as I mentioned earlier, was based
at the University of Michigan. TIll"! community that developed <It the univer
sity around the editorial work on the journal decided to push the work forward
through the establishment of an interdisciplinary research center ill the field,
end the idea gained support from the university administration. The desire to
expand the number of faculty members with an interest in the center's inter
disciplinary work, my continuing involvement with the Jcurnn! o[ COII(licl
Reeouaicn. as a founding member of its editorial hoard, and Dan Kuta's key
role both in the center and the Psychology Department all contributed to my
invitation to come to the University of Michigan.
Another one of Illy "outside" interests-my concern with ethical issues
played a significant role in Illy invitation, in 1968, to return to Harvard as Rich.
ard Clarke Cabot Professor of Social Ethics. This chair was established in 1966
to commemorate Richard Clarke Cabot and the Deportment of Social Ethics,
which he chaired (along with his professorship in the Medical School) between
1920 and 1931, when it WHS absorbed in a new Department or Sociology. The
chair is not intended for a professional ethicist, hut for a scholar in any depart
ment of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences who focuses 011 ethical questions eon
fronting individuals in modern society.
According to the endowment, the incumbent "should deal with problems
of practical ethics, should help students face ethical questions frankly and
openly, and should help them relate themselves thoughtfully to the social issues
of the day, so that they might at least envisage the possibility of careers in
either social 01" public service" Wentinck-Smith & Stouffer; 1991, p. 109). The
first incumbent of the chair, very appropriately was Gordon Allport, who had
started his Harvard teaching career as an instructor in social ethics under
Cabot. Allport, unfortunately, died in U167, at age 70, within a yeur after the
appointment. The Department or Social Relations-as the historical successor
(via Sociology) of the Department or Social Ethics-was given the opportunity
to search for the next incumbent and it chose to nominate me.
Clearly the department would not have offered me a professorship had I
lacked strong credentials in my own discipline. But it was my focus on ethical
issues that provided the additional qualifications stipulated in the description
of the chair: my work on the ethics of social research, on the psychology of
social Issues, on WUl" and peace, and on justice and social change. My book, A
Time /0 Speoh: Oil Human Valucs and Social Research (Kelman, 1968b), which
was in press ut the time Dr the appointment, was probably one of the most
important items in my bihliogrnphy when my candidacy was being considered.
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Rose uud I were l'cll\clt\ll\lll IC;lVl' tuo Un tversity uf Mich ignn, bu L the invi.
tattoo from Harvard W(j:> hard \0 resist. One of the spccin] nt.trar-t.ions was the
nature l,lf the chair, which unwed Ill)' "extracurriouinr'' adiv;lie,..; into purL or
the job desert ptkm. An<llher W:lS, of course, th(> ~jJcci:'lJ monni ng of bcillg named
as Gordon Allport's SUCCC&;ot", IlHrLicularly since I had gotten to Imllw him quito
well during roy fir.<;t appninllllellt :at Hnrvm-d and he had been a source or
encouragement uud inspiration.
(,'3) 0,,1'1' the COlll'SC of the years, the center of gravity of lily wOI·k shift..ed
From social influence to Internationa! contllct and its resolution This is evident
from my own writings und Irorn the research of the students I supervised. The
shift can he noted, for example, as one moves across the chapters ill the present
volume, Perhaps the best indicator of the shift is the topic of my trudemurk
graduate seminar, which traditionally met on Wednesday evenings. In the car
lier years, the title of Illy trademark seminar was Processes of Social Influence
or some var-iant ther-eof and it followed the format of the seminar described
earlier that I first introduced in 1957. Needless to say, students heard and read
a Jot about my lhn~e processes of social inltucncc, but the seminar covered the
experimental literature on social inhuencr- and examined II number of real-life
influence situations In the later years, my graduate seminar on International
ConnicL Social Psychologic»! Approaches became my trademark Wednesday
evening- event. The seminar dealt with social psychological dimensions of inter
national rl'h\tiOnl-; and approaches to the resolution of internauonal/lntercom
munal conflicts. with special emphasis on i nteractiue problem ;;nhling-the ter-m
I came to use to designate my own approach. The seminar USed the Middle East
conflict as its special illustrative case and included un intensive Israeli
Palestinian prohlem-solvtng workshop in which the seminar students purtici
paled as apprentice members of the third party. (In 1979, t..he illustrative case,
to which the workshop was also devoted, was tlic Cyprus confilct.)
Despite the shift I have noted in the center of gravity of my work, l believe
that there has been a remarkable degree of continuity over the years. It is true
that a major turning point in JOy work occurred in the late 19(iOs and early
1970s, when I became acquainted (in 19G6) with John Burton's work in conflict.
analysis and resolution. began to build on it theoretically and methodologically
(o.g., Kelman, 1972a), mane Illy first efforts to apply the approach in t.he Middle
East, and finally cormnlusd myself (in 1973) to putting- conflict resolution in
the Middle East at the center of my professional agenda, However, Illy interest
in the social psychology of international relations and in conflict rcsolu bon goe:>
back to the vcry Legtnntngs of my career; as I pointed out in the preceding sec
tion, This interest played <Ill important role in my original selection or social
psychology as a field uf study, and it was reflected in much of my work in the
1950s nod 1960s, inuluding parLicip'-'1lioll in the founding 01" the Research
Exchange on lhe Prevention of War and the Journal: of Conflict. Resolution,
editing of Internutional Behavior (Kelman, 19ti5a), research on the impact of
international educational and cultural exchanges te.g.. Kelman & Bailyn, 19B;:!;
Kelman & Ezekiel, 1970), Clod research on nationalism and the relation of tbe
individual to the national system (e.g.. DeLmnntor, Katz, & Kelman, 19ti9;
Katz, Kelman, & Ftacks, 1964; Kelman. 1969).
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By the snme token. social infllwilce h;lS rt-mniru'd it t:olllirllling Lluunc, even
as the center of grnvuy or Illy work shifted toward interollatiollill conflict. My
work with Lee Hamilton, culminating: in Crimc« of OIJudiclI('(' (Kolman &
Hamilton. 19B9), explores influence processes in hierarchical relationships.
Furthermore, my conflict resolution work ilstdr" centers Oil a model or mutual
influence in a conflict relationship and has drawn on my ear-ly interest in group
processes as a source ofsignificani auuodc changes (sec Kelman, 1997aJ. More
gene rally, con Ilict as a mu ltifnccted process of mutual i nrluonco is one 01" the key
propositions in my analysis of the outurc of internationul conflict (Kelman,
1997c), and influencing the other side is one of the key components of the mac
roprocess of negotiation (Kelman, 1996). In fact, I have tried tu link the analy
sis of inAuence in international relations to my three processes of influence,
and I believe I have come closest to doing so in my recent formulations of recon
ciliation, to which I shall return in the next section.
Finally, the continuity in my work over the years is provided by certain
central themes that have characterized my work on social influence as well as
un international conflict. In hoth areas, I have heen particularly concerned with
the depth and durability of change-whether in response to persuasive commu
nications or to conflict resolution efforts; the role of individual change as a vehi
cle for change in the larger social system; the role of legitimacy in the
relationship of individuals tu hierarchical organizations and to tbe nation, the
state, or other collectivities and institutions; and the moral dimension in
human relations, including the ethical issues generated by the process and out
come of social scientists' own research and practice.
{4J In addition to my trademark graduate seminal", I have offered a trade
mark undergraduate course throughout my teaching career; 'l'ho course bad
different titles at different times and its contents changed and evolved over the
years, reflecting developments in the field (and in the world), new emphases in
my own work, and differences in the definition uf the overall theme of the
course. But, many topics and illustrations survived over the years-including
some of the jokes I used in my lectures, which I was reluctant to drop [IS long as
they seemed to produce the desired response" In my first term at Harvard, the
course was called Attitudes and Their Change. At the University of Michigan it
became Attitudes and Social Behavior, a title already in the catalog" When I
returned to Harvard as Cabal Professor of Social Ethics I introduced a general
education course entitled Human Values and Social Psychological Research to
reflect the mission of my chair" I later moved the course, with appropriate mod
ifications, into my department with the title Individual and Social Change" I
also, during that period, included a weekend exercise as part of the course,
using SIMSOC, an instructive simulation of the formation and functioning of a
society developed by my colleague William Garrison (978). On one occasion, we
did a simulation of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In the fall of 19HfI, as Ster
ling McMurrin Distinguished Visiting Professor of Liberal Education at the
University of Utah, I taught a course on Stahility and Change: Recurrent
Themes in Social and Political Psychology" On returning to Harvard. r restruc
tured my trademark course and taught it under the title Stability and Change
in Attitudes and Social Relations.
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The last version of my trademark uudorgradunto course. which I taught Iivc
times in the 1990~, W<lS a lnrge-cnrnllmont core cur-riculum course entitled Indi
vidual and Social Responsibility: A Social Psychological Perspective. Harvard's
core curricu III m identifies several different ways or knowing, not uocessarily COl'
responding to established disciplines, to each 01" which students ure expected to
have some exposure. My course, which was part ol"the area of social analysis, was
developed and originally taught with the assistance or Susan Karpel', who has <I
superb level or knowledge and understanding or al! strands of III)' work
including my work on altitudes, social influence, authority, ethics, conliict resolu
tion, and the Middle East. She helped to devise an outline that somehow covered
and Integrated all of those domains, put. together an appropriate reading list, and
selected and edited a series of films illustrating central themes of the course. The
course, using my own version ofa rule-conscquentiulist approach to moral deci
sion making, covered a wide range of topics in social psychology and related fields
bearing on the question of how individuals-through personal and collective
effort-s-determine and assume responsibility fOI" their own actions and for public
policies and practices, At various points throughout the course, I introduced
"reflexive exercises," designed to turn our analysis of individual and social
responsibility back on the behavior of social scientists themselves. This course
gave me the opportunity to pull together virtually all of the themes that I had
addressed over the years and to relate them to each other in a meaningful way. I
found it particularly rewarding to present these ideas to 11 broad spectrum of stu
dents, most of whom concentrated in the natural sciences or humanities, and
in keeping with the terms of the Cahot chair-to offer- them some of the tools for
dealing with the ethical questions they would face in life and relating themselves
to the social issues of the day.

A Social Psychological Perspective
The subtitle of my core curriculum course raises a question to which I address
the remainder of this chapter. What do I mean by "a social psychological per
spective"? Or, to reverse the question: What is Illy perspective on social psychol
ogy'? I believe that the best answer to this question is provided by the preceding
chapters in tbis volume. Despite their diversity-c-or; perhaps, in keeping with
their diversity-t.hey all illustrate. in one way or another, the particular perspec
tive on social psychology that Illy work represents. Perhaps the best way I can
even come close to integrating this rich set of papers is to offer a few observa
tions ahout my particular perspective on the field that, I propose, they all share.

Definition of Social Psychology
Inside my copy of the classic text in social psychology by Krech and Crutchfield
(948), I round some pieces of paper with reactions to their introductory chap
ter that. from all indications, I had written close to the time the book was pub
lished--in other words, early in my graduate student years. I had some
misgivings about their definition of social psychology as "the science of the

behavior oftho individual in society" (p. 71, especially their argumcnt uuu pur
son objects m-e similar 10 other Objl:ds, except for possessing ccr-tuin special
properties. In my notes, I argue that ow' reaction to other human beings cannot
be compared, for example, with our reactions to wind or water, even though
these share some of the properties; of human being's, such as mobility and capri
ciouaness. The notes grapnlc with the question of what precisely makes human
objects unique for us.
I ultimately found my answer in the concept of social interuetiuu, as devel
oped primarily by sociologically bused social psychologists. I rememher feeling a
sense of recognition in the summer uf 1949, when I first. heard Freed Bales (in a
lecture at the University of Michigan, where he was teaching summer school)
define social psychology as the study of social interaction. This definition goes
beyond Krech and Crutchfield's in focusing on the behavior in society uf uuli .
uidltals in relation to OTIC another: Moreover, social interaction is more than
behavioral interaction-more than action and reaction of individuals in one
another's presence. It refers to the interaction between "minded" individuals,
each of whom assumes that the other-just like the self-brings a set of expec
tations, intentions, and goals to the situation. Thus, participants in social inter
action, in pursuit of their own needs and interests, engage in a continuing
pr-ecess of taking the other's role in order to assess and address the other's
expectations, intentions, nnd goals. Social interaction is informed and guided by
its societal and organizational context, which defines the nature of the situation
in which the interaction takes place and the norms and rules that govern the
interaction.
Ao.; my own conception or social psychology evolved, I brought the societal
and organizational context of interaction explicitly into my definition of the
field, while maintaining the focus on social interaction. This formulation corre
sponds to Shoshena Zuboff's (chap. 7, this volume) idea of social psychology's
"middle kingdom" and to Jose Ramon 'I'orregrosa's (chap. 2, this volume) call
to give the sociological dimension the place it is due in our conception of social
psychology. Thus, in a statement also cited by Torregrosa, I offer the following
defin.ition of the field:
Social psychology-e-which is a sub-field of psychology as well as sociolo~··--is
concerned with the tnteesection between individual behavior and societal
institutional processes. It follows from this concern that the primary focus
for social-psychological analysis is social interaction, whieh i~. par excel
lence, the nrea in which individual and institutional processes intersect.
Social interaction is thus the level nf analysis that is most purdy und most
distinctly social-psychological. (Kelman, 1965a, p. 22)
A full analysis of social interaction requires simultaneous attention to
variables at the level of the individual and of the social system as both inputs
and outcomes or the interaction: How is the interaction shaped by what the
individual participants bring to it and tbe societal/organizational context in
which it occurs, and huw docs it, in turn, impact tbe subsequent functioning of
the participants and of the larger social system (the group, organization, soci
ety, or collccf.ivityl within which L1wir interaction is an episode?
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According to this dufinil.ion, th~ subject muuer- Il/':-;(ll:lal psyl'llOlflh'Y ('l(!arly
includes the study of social interaction processus tlwlJl:;('l\"l~s, slieb <1,-: verbal
and nonverbal communication, lnterpcrsoual relations. or small group dvruun
ics. H also includes the functioning 01" indi viduu!s, as :;har{~d by their direct or
indirect interactions with other individuals, media, and i/1:-;l.iLutiotl,-: ill ncrrotiut
ing their social environment, <lilt! as expressed in social nnitudcs. social roles,
or collective identities; a" well as the microprocesses 01" societal uud org-aniza
tional Iunct.ioning, such as the !loci<ll interact.ions thl'lJugh which leadership is
exercised, decisions <Ire made, or conflicts are llwllagl'd, Mo)'{ distinctively
social psychological topics are those topics thut explore rolut.ionships across the
individual and social-system levels of analysis-c-i.c.. the effects of societal/
organizational inputs on the hehavicr of ind ividunla, or tho effects of iud i vidual
inpu ts 011 the functioning of societies or organieurions-c-wr th social interaction,
explicitly or implicitly, as the mediating process. A good e:>.":amplc of ~hc former
relationship is the process of socialization into n society, profession, or move
ment, whereby the rules, roles, and values of the particular social system arc
tr-ansmitted (through various socializing agents) to individual members and
expressed in their altitudes, beliefs, and actions. A good CXLlJllp!C or the latter
rnlat.ionship is the process of social pr-otest, wherehy the motives and percep
tions of members of a society are translated (through various forms of collective
action) into changes in societal policies and practices.
Social psychology, as T define it, is particularly well suited to exploring the
relationship between individual change and social change, Changes at these
two levels can best be conceived as linked to each other ill il continuous, circular
fashion. Structural changes, by way of various processes 01" social interaction,
produce Changes at the level of individuals, which in turn, by way of another set
of interaction processes, produce new changes :ll the system Ic\"d, end so OIl.
Thus, lor example, the U.S, civil rights movement ill the 19fiOs and 1960s W;)S
spurred on by structural changes in the United Slates and elsewhera-c-such <IS
the lise of a Black urban middle class and the establishment of independent
states in sub-Saharan Africa; the resulting group mobilization and mass action
promoted psychological changes in the form of development of group conscious
ness and of a sense of entitlement and efficacy, whieh in t.urn encouraged the
organized usc of political influence conducive to civil [Oights legislation and to
changes in occupational, educational, and political structures. Mv interest in
the relationship hatwaen indiv1dUfll change und sodal change was a major- fac
tor in my initial choice or social psychology as my field of endeavor and it
became increasingly central to the way 1 conecptualixed lily work. Thus, as I
came to look at social influence in terms of the linkage between the individual
and the social system-and at the t.hree processes (IF; l'cprescntillK different
types and avenues of linkage (cf. Kelman, 1974; Kelman & Hamiltun, 1989;
Kelman & Warwick, 1973)-it became clear thnt changes in indi\·jdua\:.;' atti
tudes and behavior in response to social influence may have consequences for
the social system within which the! influence relationship takes plao-. In Ill)'
later work, I have stressed that my approach to conflict resclution-c-interactive
problem solving-and its operutionaliaation in problem-solving workshops are
quintessentially social psychological in that they seek W induce changes ill
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individuals, through interaction in small-group :,jettings, as vehicles for chwlg"e
in t.he larger system: in the official policies and the political cultures of the 1.:011
Aiding parties.
The definition of social psychology that I have cu llined here seems to cover
the wor-k presented in all of the preceding chapters, I am nut suggesting that. ;.111
of the authors would necessarily subscribe to my definition, hut what all 01" the
chapters have in common-despite the breadth and diversity of the topics they
address-is ernbcddeduess in a social psychology that explicitly assigns a cen
tral role to the societal and organizational context of the behavior and interne
tion of individuals, This view of the field, corresponding to Thomas Pettigrew's
(1991) concept of contextual social psychology, distinguishes the work presented
in this volume from much of the work that characterizes mainstream Amer-ican
social psychology today.

Features of Social Psychology
My perspective 011 social psychology has certain distinct features that are well
represented in the various chapters in this volume.
(1) A direct implication of my definition of social psychology is a view of the
field as an interdisciplinary enterprise. I am not merely referring to the Fact
that social psychological work often requires forays into other disciplines-
which in my case have included, over the years, anthropology, clinical psychol
ogy/psychiatry, ethics, political science, international relations, and Middle East
studies, I view social psychology itself as an interdisciplinary field, anchored in
both psychology and sociology and bndgiug the levels of analysis peculiar to
cncb of these fields. A symbolic indicator of the coparentage of social psychology
is the fact that the first two texts in social psychology, published in the same
year; were written by a psychologist and a sociologist, respectively (McDougall,
1908; Ross, HJ08l. Personally, the fact that I served as both president of the
APA's Division of Personality and Social Psychology 0970-1971) and chair of
the ABA's Section on Social Psychology 0977-1978) attests to my commitment
to social psychology as an interdiscipline. My students have gone in a variety of
directions. Of the chapter authors in this book, four have made their careers ill
psychology departments, three in sociology departments, three in political sci
ence 01' international relations, and one each in a medical school, a business
school, and a social service organization.
(2) Social psychology, in my view, must of necessity rely on a lIIultiplicity of
methods. I was trained as an experimental social psychologist. and conducted an
active experimental program in the 19f1Os and 1960s. The work included a
number of experimental tests of my three-process model of social influence (see
Kelman, 1974, 1980). In the 1960s, during my pcriod at the University of Mich
igan, I collaborated with Reuben Baron and our associates in a series of experi
ments designed to test a functional analysis of the effects of attitude-discrepant
behavior on attitude change (Kelman, 1980; Kelman & Baron, 1974; Kelman et
al., 1969). I have never abandoned my commitment to experimental research as
an important and uniquely valuable component of the social psychologist's

methodological repertoire-even though I have not personally pursued nn
experimental program 1"01' many years. Experiments make a unique conu-ibu
tion by constructing a working model of a phenomenon, which allows us to vary
ita dimensions systematically and to establish causal relations. But I do not
believe that social psychology call be a purely experimental science, with the
goat of establishing general laws of social behavior. The relations observed in
the laboratory are limited by their historical and cultural context, as well as by
the structure of the experimental situation itself (Kelman, 1967b)_ Experimen
tal research becomes useful when it is put together with findings yielded by a
variety of other methods, which identify the phenomena to be explored in a lab
oratory setting and which help establish the generality and external validity of
laboratory findings-c-metbods that include opinion surveys, intensive inter
viewing, systematic observation, participant observation, participatory action
research, discourse analysis, and content analysis of documents. The research
of my students-as exemplified by the chapters in this volume-s-has been car
ried out both in the laboratory nnd in tbc field, has used experimental as well as
the entire range of nonexper-imcntal methods, and has applied systematic
apprcucbes to both Quantitative and Qualitative data analysis. Some of the
research programs described ill the preceding chapters-as well as some of the
doctoral theses I have supervised, including those of Tamra Pearson d'Estrce
(Pearson, 1990) and Rebecca Wolfe (20Q2)-use a triangulation approach,
exploring the same phenomenon in different contexts and with different meth
ods, which significantly enhances the generalizability of the findings.
(3) Another aspect of my view of social psychology is its character as a cross
cultural, international enterprise. Cross-cultural research does not refer only to
research in which cultures, 01' types of cultures, serve as the independent vari
able. Clearly, such research is instructive, in correcting for cultural biases in our
conceptions of human nature and in sensitizing-us to cultural differences in nor
mative expectations and in modes of satisfying basic human needs. A challenge
to this genre of research is to avoid the temptation of essentiallzing cultural dif
ferences, by recognizing that such diITerences arise from particular hist.orical,
structural, and situational circumstances and can change as these circum
stances change, and that intracultural variations on psychosocial dimensions
arc often as great as or greater than intercultural variations. But cross-cultural
research also refers to studies in which general propositions are tested with
cross-cultural data, as in the Whiting and Child (1953) study, on which I held my
first assistantship; in which related phenomena are explored in a variety of cul
tural settings, as exemplified in Lee Hamilton's multifaceted research program
(chap. 4, this volume); or in which new research programs are shaped within a
different cultural context than the one in which social psychology has so far
evolved, well exemplified by the work of Ignacio Martin-Bare and Maritxa
Montero as discussed by Jose R. 'I'orregrosa (chap. 2, this volume). Such cross
cultural work is essential to the scientific development of the field, in produciug
a body of propositions and findings with increasingly general validity and uni
versal applicability To this ond, it is necessary not only to test hypotheses with
cross-cultural data, but to ussure wide participation of investigators throughout
the world (including, of course, the Third World) in the definition of research
problems, the formulation 01" hypotheses, and the interpretation of findings. Sci
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cntific requirements thug coincide with the dhi{:al requir-ements 01" avoiding
exploitation of developing- societies and as~;urillg th<ll research carried out in
these sociutics addresses their own problems and genres their own interests
(Kelman, 1967a, 1982a). More broadly, my view orsocial psychology calls for the
development of a transnational conuuunuy committed to enhancing the capaci
ties and opportunities of scholars around the world to participate in building the
Field. This concept WIlS the underlying purpose of the Iuteruational Conference
on Social-Psychological Research in Developing Ccuutrtes at the University of
Ibadan that I organized and chaired (Kelman, 19G8ul.
(4) AppLied research and practice based Oll social psychological principles
are as central to my view of the agenda of our discipline as basic and theory
driven research. Paraphrasing Lewin's (1951) famous dictum, I believe that
there is nothing so conducive to theoretical insight as reflective application and
practice, and nothing so practical as a good thcory'' I do not maintain that all
social psychologists must engage in applied work or that all social psychological
research must have obvious relevance to applied problems. But I do maintain
that applied research and practice are not only Iegittmate foci for social
psychological work, but important avenues for enriching the discipline. The
relationship between theory and application can take a variety of forms, rang
ing from Carl Hovland's research on attitude change-which generally started
out with applied questions that he sought to answer with sophisticated theoret
ical analyses and experimental designs-to action research (of which my work
on conflict resolution is one variantj, in which theory and practice are fully
integrated. Lewin's belief that the "attempt to bring about change in a process
is the most Fruitful way to investigate it" (Deutsch, 1968, p. 478) suggests that
application and practice are particularly capable of contributing to theoretical
understanding insofar as they are geared to producing change. The relationship
between theory, application, and practice as a central feature of social psychol
ogy is clearly proclaimed in the subtitle and the tripartite division of the
present book and is reflected in every one of'its chapters.
(5) The applications of social psychology that are uf particular interest to
me are those directed to addressing urgent social issues and to the betterment
of the human condition. The issues with which I have been especially concerned
over the years, from a social psychological perspective, are war and peace, social
justice, conflict resolution, civil rights and civil liberties, intergroup relations,
social protest, and responsible citizenship. I identify with a social psychology

6The exact .....ording of Lewin's suncement is as fellows: "Many psychologists wnrkinl; today in an
applied field arc keenly «ware uf the need for close cconerauon between thcorerica! und upplied psy
cholog}~ This can he accomplished in psychology, ,IS jtli:1S been accomplished in physics, if the thee
rist does not look toward applied prohlcrus with highbrow aversion or wilh a fear of social problems.
and if the applied psychologist realizes that. there is nuthmg so pructical as a good theory" (Lewin,
19.') I, p, 169). Generally, only the lust phnl<;(.' ufthis statement is cited. III part, no doubt, tbls reflects
the particular inter..st of those who cue Lewin on this point- In part. however. I believe it is simply
dUt> to the filet thnt the first hnJfnfll"" aphor-ism is not stated us succinctly and forcefully as the set
ond half The second half clearly ,lS<'#'rts the value of theut)' til npplicnticn, whereas the first. half
merely admonishes theor-ists nOl to scorn applied work, withuul il...sserfing that applied work is actc
ally of value Iu theory building. I helie ..c-c-pcrhaps presumptuously-c-that my paraphrasing is 11
more sharpl)' dwwn and balanced stntemenr ofthe point Lewin wanted to umkn.
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that is engaged with the problems of our society at the domestic and global lev
els, that encourages the systematic unajysis of social problems and the integra
tion of research with social ucrion. and that recognizes and takes into account
the inevitable involvement of our social and political values in social research
(Kelman, 1968b). In line with this orientation, J have been an active member of
the Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues, which-as already men
tioned-I joined in 1946, when J was still nn undergraduate. ln later years, my
social-issues orientation to the field has also been expressed through groups
like Psychologists for Social Responsibility, the Society for the Study of Peace,
Conflict, and Violence (the APA's Peace Psychology Division), and the ASA's
Section on Peace, War, and Conflict.
(6) Finally, the euucot dimension occupies an important place in my view
of social psychology. Many of the traditional Lopics for social psychological
research can be seen as a continuation of moral philosophy in a different guise.
Good examples are studies that point to the shortcomings in moral behavior
resulting from social pressures and cognitive biases. such as social conformity,
groupthink, unquestioning obedience to authority, bystander apathy, prejudice,
stereotyping, resistance to new information, and legitimization of oppressive
practices. Social psychological research bas also focused on conditions that
strengthen the moral foundations of social life, including studies of social jus
tice, helping behavior, cooperation. empathy, personal responsibility, Forgive
ness, moral reasoning, integrity in living up 1.0 one's values, and legitimacy in
the exercise of power. Social psychology can thus contribute to our understand
ing of the empirical conditions for moral decision making and behavior, as well
as our formulation of the assumptions about human nature and social order
that underlie our approach to moral justification. Apart from the ethical dimen
sion in the content of social psychology, I also consider it imperative for social
psychologists (and other social scientists) to give systematic attention-as an
integral part of their professional role---to the ethical implications of the pro
cesses and products of their research (Kelman, 1968b, 1972b).

Social Psychology in Practice
To r-ound out this discussion of my perspective on social psychology, let me offer
a few comments on how this perspective has shaped my thinking on the two
topics that have been central foci of my work over rnnny years: social influence
and international conflict-and the relationship between them.
(1) &> Lee Hamilton (cho». 4, this volume) points out, my three-process
model is a model of social Influence. as is clear from the title of my original
essay (Kelman, 1956) and from most of my writings-although l may have
muddied the waters by referring to "processes of attitude change" (Kelman,
1958) and "opinion change" (Kelman, 1961) in the titles of two early articles.
&> a social psychological model, it starts out with the structure of the influence
situation and looks at influence within the context of the relationship between
the influencing agent (0) and the person being influenced (Pl. The three
processes distinguish between three types of relationship, best captured by the
source of O's relative power over P {Le., D's ability to affect the achievement of
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P's goals relative to p',; own power ami till' power of competing influencing
agents); O's means control in the case ofcompliance, attractiveness in the case
of identification, and credibility in the case of internalization (Kelman, 1958l. 7
In view of the nature of the relationship that characterizes each process,
compliance-based behavior tends to he manifested and sustained only under
conditions of surveillance by 0, and idcnuftcation-bascd behavior only as long
as P's relationship to 0 remains salient and satisfying, whereas internalized
behavior-though rooted in P's relationship to Oc-becomes part of P's own
value system and lndependom of the original source.
From the beginning, I viewed the three-process model as relevant to the!
entire range of influence situations, well beyond the persuasive communication
setting in which I originally tested it. Thus, I applied it to analysis of changes in
psychotherapy (Kelman, 1963), effects of international exchange experiences
(Bailyn & Kelman, 1962), and the development of individuals' ethnic identity
(Kelman, 1998b), In the 1960s, with my work (in collaboration with Daniel
Katz) on nationalism and personal involvement in the national system, and
with my increasing fascination with the concept of legitimacy, I began to extend
the model to tbe analysis of the relationship of individuals to tbe state or other
social systems, and to the nation or ether collective entities (e.g., Kelman, 1969,
1997b). These efforts eventually led me to reconceptualize social influence,
generically, in terms of linkage between the individual and the social system,
and the three processes as three ways in which individuals may be linked to the
system-three ways in whicb they meet demands from the state, nation, soci
ety, organization, or group and in which they maintain their personal integra
tion in it (Kelman, 1974).
Each process, in this view, refers to a distinct component ofthe social system
that generates standards for the behavior of individual members and provides a
vehicle for their integration in the system: system rules in the case of compliance,
system roles in the case of identification, and system values in the! case of inter
nalization. Rules, roles, and values are social psychological concepts par excel
lence, in that they bridge the individual and the sccietal/orgamaationallevels of
analysis. Rules, roles, and values arc properties of the social system (the society
or organization) that define the relationship of its members to the system and
that are adopted-to different degrees and in different ways-by individual mem
bers. <Individuals, or course, each have their own constellation of rules, roles, and
values, corresponding to the array of groups with which they are effiliated.) Con
ceptualizing social influence in terms of linkages between the individual and the
social system places the three-process model squarely within my definition of
social psychology as the field concerned with the intersection between individual
behavior and societal-institutional processes. Social interaction, it will be
recalled, is the point at which individual and organizational processes intersect.

"n.o three-process model-e-in which the source uf O's power is unc nf thrce distinct unteccdcru con
dilions pustulated for each process, and the one that was m~mipubled in the first experimental test
of the model-e-shows many points of contact with Fr-ench und Raven's (1959) model, distinguishing
live buses of social power, which they developed independently at the same time. The overlaps are
nut surprising in view of the fact that both models draw he,wily 011 Lewin's discussion of OWlI vcr
sus induced forces (see. e.!:".. DelH"ch, 19G8. pp. ,I57--4G01.
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Accordingly, the microprueuss of ~()cial influence-c-the relationship hnl.wuun P
and a pustulated for each of tIl{! three proccsscs-c-cau ill! seen as an episode
within the larger social system that provides the context for their interaction and
for which thaI interaction has ccnsequunces.
The r-ule-role-value distinction served as a basis 1'01' identilying different
omotiunnl reactions experienced by individuals when the)' find themselves duvi
at.iug From societal standards of responsibility or propriety (Kclmnn. 1974,
19HOL These distinctions generated a model that predicts the kinds nfenmxn-ns
that are likely to be aroused and the way individuals arc likely to deal with
them, depending 011 whether the standards they have violated are compliance
based (rules), identification based (role expectations), or internalized (social
values). When the violated standards are in the domain of responsibility, the
concerns Lake the form of social fear, guilt, and regret, respectively; when they
are in the domain of propriety, the concerns take the form of embarrassment,
shame, and self-disappointment, respectively. Nancy Adler (1974) tested this
model in her doctoral dissertation with women who had undergone abor-tion. As
she reminds us (especially me) in her contribution to this IIl!slschri/i {chap. 5,
this volume), the edited volume on varieties of discrepant action, to which I
invited her to contribute a chapter, never saw the light of day. I am very grate
ful to her for using her chapter in this volume to present a summary of the
model and of her findings. I have never undertaken any empirical tests of this
model myself. but I have used it extensively in my undergraduate teaching; my
lecture on eruban-assment, in particular, was always the highlight of my course.
I have used the concepts of rules, roles, and values most extensively in the
distinction between three types of politica! orientation that characterize the way
in which individuals relate themselves to political authority and define the citi
zen role. Lee Hamilton and I, in collaboration with Frederick Miller and later
also .Ichn Winkler; developed scales of rule orientation, role orientation, and
value orientation (as well as scales of sentimental and instrumental attachment)
to the political system. Discussion or the three political orientations and findings
based on the lise of the three orientation scales arc central components of our
analysis in Crimes of Obedience (Kelman & Hamilton, 19H9). Rule, role, and
value orientations also formed the core of an analysis of civic responsibility that
I presented at the inauguration of Alfred Bloom (another one of my doctoral stu
dents) as president of Swarthmore College (Kelman, 1993bl. Finally, in my uual
ysis of movements of social protest re.g., Kelman, 1970, 1984), I eventually
distinguished between rule-oriented, role-oriented, and value-oriented protest
movements, based on the extent to which a movement focuses primarily on
struggle over resources, status, or policy, respectively.
(2) As my work came to focus increasingly on international conflict, I did
not abandon lily interest in social influence, as I have already pointed out in the
earlier comments on the continuities in my work. The microprocess of interac
tive problem solving, to which I shall return later, is in essence a process of
mutual influence. At the macrolevel, as well, influence is a central component of
my analysis of international conflict {Kelman, 1997c} and negotiation (Kelman,
1996). As Reuben Baron (chap. 1, this volume) notes, I have even applied the
distinction between my three processes of influence to international and
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intercommunal conflict resolution-a natural extension, since ill !l<Ith lines or
work I have been concerned with the (//Lldil)' or change: its depth, durability,
susuunabili ty, and integration in the belief systems or indi vidual" and societies.
\Vhat has eluded me for some time, however, has been a precise! malch of iuflu
once processes at the international/intergroup level !.O the three processes of
social influence that I distinguished in my earlier work. I am indebted to Nadim
Rouhana for providing that match with his treatment of conflict settlement,
conflict resolution, and reconciliation as three distinct precesses (chap. 10, this
volume). Although my view of reconciliation-both in general and, specifically,
in the Israeli-Palestinian case-s-differs from Nadim's in a number of important
respects, I am persuaded of the value of the qualitative three-way distinction
and I feel that it offers the link to the three processes of influence that I have
been looking for.
Establishing this link is, of course, esthetically pleasing to me, but the ulti
mate question is whether it is analytically useful. Does the link of conflict set
tlement to compliance, conflict resolution to identincauon, and reconciliation to
internalization provide conceptual handles for distinguishing qualitatively dif
Ferent types of peacemaking with distinct antecedent and consequent condi
tions? I argue that it does in a recent paper (Kelman, in press), which focuses in
particular on the correspondence of reconciliation at the intergroup level to
internalization at the level of the individual. I conceptualize reconciliation as a
change in each side's group identity-at least to the extent of removing nega
tion of the other as part of one's own identity-in a way that strengthens tbe
core of the identity, just as internalization represents a change in specific atti
tudes and beliefs as a way of maintaining the integrity of the person's value sys
tem us a whole. In short, conflict settlement in this scheme involves a mutual
accommodation of the parties' interests, conflict resolution an accommodation
in their relationship, and reconciliation an accommodation of their identities.
This distinction points to three broad tasks that all social entities-individuals,
groups, organizations, societies-must address as they negotiate their social
environment and seek to balance the requirements of self-maintenance and
social order: protecting and promoting their interests, establishing and main
taining their relationships, and affirming and expressing their identities. 8
Interests, relationship, and identity are social psychological concepts, in
the sense that they refer to the relationship between individuals and the social
system, and also in the sense that they refer to properties of hoth individuals
and social systems. Individuals have interests, relationships, and identities,
which they pursue and express through the various groups and organizations
with which they are affiliated. The groups and organizations-formed, essen
ti.l1ly, to serve their members-in turn develop their own interests, relation
ships, and identities, which become personally important to the members and
&rhls distinction W<l5 foreshadowed in ;Ill curlier paper on ethical issues in social science research
(Kelman. Hl32hl, in which I distinguished three types or ethically gernl:l1\e impacts or research,
conceptually linked to the three processes or influence and the three types or system oricutntlon:
impact on the concrete interests or research participants, on the quality of Interpersunal relation·
ships, and un wider social values.
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which the members an: expected ur support. These three concept;; broaden the
three-process model to capture the interaction of individuals 0'· groups with
each other and with larsen social systems in a variety of social contexts aud
their in tegrauon in thp.sp. social systems. 'I'he 111icroproccssos of social influence
can be subsumed under this broader framework hy distinguishing three loci for
the into-action between P and 0; The interaction may center on participants'
ill rcrcsrs. whose coordination is governed by ,I system of enforceable rules, with
which individuals are expected to wm})!y; on the pnrtlcipams' relationship,
which is managed through a system of shared roles, with which individuals
identify; or on participants' identities, expressing a uciue system that individu
als internalize.
(3) In enumerating my mentors, 1 did not include John Burton, because T
did nut meet him until 196G, when 1 was 39 years old-well beyond what 1
described as my "Iormatlve years" earlier in thi:; chapter. But Burton's work
(e.g., 1969, 1979) on the analysis and resolution of internationalconflict and his
model of unofficial diplomacy have bad a profound impact on my subsequent
work (see, e.g., Kelman, 1972a, 1999). What particularly excited me about his
approach-c-when I first heard about it in 1966 and then had the opportunity
later that year to participate in an exercise on the CYPlllS conflict that he orga
nized at the University of London-was that I saw it as a distim:t!y social p sy
chological form of practice. Burton's method, in my parochial view, was a way of
putting into practice the theoretical ideas about social psychological dimensions
of international conflict that I had been thinking and writing about.
My particular variant of r-onfiiut resolution-which 1 have come to call
interactive problcIIl solvillg-has evolved out of the problem-solving workshops
that my colleagues and I have conducted over the years, particularly on the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict (Cohen, Kelman, Miller. & Smith, 1977; Kelman,
1986; Ruuhana & Kelman, 1994). The basic principles and procedures of our
approach are derived from Burton's work, although the precise form it has
taken has been influenced by our particular disciplinary background and inter
vention style and by the nature and history of the particular conflict OIl which
our efforts have focused, The work has remained exciting to me over the
decades because it continues to evolve as historical circumstances change and
we are faced with new challenges What has. made it personally rewarding as
well is the extent to which it draws on virtually everything r have done as a
social scientist and social activist, over the years, including my work on inter-na
tiona! conflict. social influence, individual and social chango. group process,
nationalism and national identity; and international contact and exchange, and
my experiences in nonviolent direct uetion and my personal involvement in the
Middle East.
In my ear-lier discussion of the definition of social psychology, 1 repeated
my frequent observation that interactive problem solving and its operationul
iznlion in problem-sol ... ing: workshops are quintessentially social psychological
in that they seek to induce chang-es in individuals, through interaction in small
groups, as vehicles for change in the larger social system-c-Iu the policies and
the political cultures of the conflicting societies. 1 like to tell people that I
"think small," which is true in the sense that 1 organize small-scale events, on a
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modest budget, with individuals who nrc g-cnemlly not political decision mak
ers, and I make no claims to 1'l~l'ioh'illg" the conflict and bringinf{ peace by these
means. My only claim is that wu mnku a small contribution to the larger peace
process by u!>ing our academic Im:>c to work with individuals and small groups
from the conflicting societies, Hut, however small the contribution may be, QUI'
microprocess is designed systematically tn promote change at the macrolcvel.
The problem of transfer of changes Irom the workshop to the political process is
a central theoretical issue that I have addressed in my writings from tile begin
ning Ie.g. Kelman, 1972a, 199301); more recently, Cynthia Chataway (2002; see
also chap. 12, this volume) has written about the issue. Many of the features nf
the workshop are specifically designed to balance the requirements for maxi
mizing change within the worksbcp against the requirements for maximizing
transfer to the larger process, Most notahly, we prefer to work with participants
who are not officials, but who are politically influential in their own communi
ties. They are thus less constrained in their workshop interactions, but they
occupy positions that enable them to transfer what tbey have learned to deci
sion makers, political elites, nnd the wider public.
My conception or the prohlem-sclving workshop reflects my earlier experi
ence with two other social constructions: the soclul psychological experiment
and the nonviolent direct-action project, as iltusu-ated by the lunch-counter sit
ins organized by Baltimore CORE in the early 1950s. As a form of action
research, the workshop combines elements traceable to both of these models.
Like an experiment, the workshop creates a microcosm in a relatively iso
lated, self-contained, and controlled laboratory setting, in which some of the
forces that operate in the larger system (or the real world) can be activated,
observed, und analyzed.f Good conflict resolution pracritioners.Iike good exper
imenters, know that the microcosm they have constructed is not the real world,
and that the contribution of their work to understanding and changing the real
world ultimately depends on systematic attention to how the products of the
laboratory interaction are generalized and transferred to the larger system.
Like nonviolent direct action, interactive problem solviug is based 011 a
model of social change that envisages complementary efforts at many system
levels. Microlevel activities, such as bringing together individual members of
conflicting parties in a workshop or organizing a sit-in at a neighborhood
department store, can contribute to the larger process by challenging assump
tions, raising consciousness, and introducing new ideas, which gradually
ehunge the political culture and increase the likelihood of change at the level of
political leadership, institutional bodies, and official policy. Microlevel projects
are more likely to make such contributions insofar as they have built-in multi
plier effects, achieved, for example, by strategic selection of the participants in
a workshop or of the target of a direct-action campaign.
All three of these models rely Oil the cumulative effect of small efforts. Each
workshop, each experiment, each direct-action project makes its contribution as
9ft should be noted that workshops diITcr Iruru exper-iments in that thcy arc not sirnulutiuns
real world. They involve real rneruhcrs or th" conflicting parties cngagcd in a very real and
consequential interaction rrrou nd the i"slI"" [hut divide their socleucs.
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one element in a larger program, which in tur-n is one program among" many
related undertakings that build on ench other and toget.lior- provide some 01" the
insights and tools for gradually improving the world. To produce a cumulative
effect, however; requires more than accumulating workshops, experiments, Or'
campaigns. It require" integrating" work at this level with work at. otluu- levels
that it is meant to complement and reinforce. Thus, interactive problem solving
needs to be integrated with official negotiations, grassroots efforts, and public
education to promote conflict resolution at the macrolevel, just as experimental
research needs to be integrated with survey, observational. and historical
research to produce valid knowledge of the social world, and nonviolent direct
action needs to be integrated with negotiation, political action, and economic
pressure to promote change in social policies and practices.

Conclusion
The observation about the cumulative effect of small efforts seems like an
appropriate point on which to conclude this chapter; whose underlying theme
has been the cumulative effect of our enterprise across generations.
In the spirit of a Festschrift, the contributors to this volume have all com
mented on the influence that I have bad on their work. Tbis influence is not
necessarily reflected in the content of the work, but may manifest itself in the
kinds of problems they have chosen to work on, the way in which tbcy have
approached them, and the professional roles they have carved out for them
selves. I like to believe that-apart from exposing them to a few useful ideas-c-I
have contributed to the professional development of my students by encourag
ing, modeling, and legitimizing ways of doing social psychology that are congru
ent with their own interests and orientations,' even if they do not always
correspond to traditional patterns.
Contemplating the influence that I may have had on my students led me
quite naturally to focus, in this chapter, on those who significantly influenced
my own thinking and shaped the kind of social psychology that I practice
ranging from Kurt Lewin, who almost became my mentor; Lhrough Daniel Kat.z
and Carl Hovland and my other mentors and teachers during my formative
years; to John Burton and Gordon Allport, in whose footsteps I have had the
privilege of following. I believe that influences from these diverse sources can
be found, not only in my own work, but also in the work or my students. It is
probably difficult, if not impossible, to trace specific Influences, but the cumula
tive effect of the flow of Influence across generations seems evident in the con
tributions to this volume.
I am not able to summarize or integrate thi:; diverse set of contributions,
but I can, in conclusion, sketch thr-ee elements of the perspective on social psy
chology that the contributions (and the contributors) seem to share:
The contributions to this volume are all examples of contextual social
psychology (Pettigrew, 1991), which systematically looks at the behav
ior and interaction of individuals in their societal and organizational
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context. Daniel I(utx, incidentally, was a leading exponent of t.his view
of psychology tscc, c.g., }(aL"I. & Kahil, 19(}(l1. or necessity, such uu
approach tends to he iutcrdisciplinur-y; as illustrated by many of the
contributions. In lact, perhaps a third of the contributors ure nut. cru-d
carrying social psychologists: they practice social psychology From a dif
fercnt disciplinary base_
The work discussed in this volume is problem-drfvcu, rather Lhnn
method-driven or even theory-driven. Though many or lh[~ chapters fen
turc theoretioa! analysis, they tend to direct this analysis to prohlcms of
application or practice, in the spirit of Car-l Hovland and Kurt Lewin,
All of the contributors focus on the study of social issues and the solu
tion of social problems, in the spirit of SPSSI (in which Gordon Allport,
Kurt Lewin, and Daniel Kntz were all leading ligures) and of John Bur
ton and the scholar-practitioner model. In keeping with this orienta
t.ion, they display sensitivity to the ethical dimension 01" the work of the
social psychologist and other sociul scientists. Tiley embrace a social
science that seeks to find ways of enhancing one group's identity with
out denying the Identity of other groups, of resolving social conflicts by
peaceful and constructive means, and of otherwise conu-ibuung [0 the
betterment uf the human condition.
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